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Dear Flower Friends: 

You are now beginning another 
year in the pursuit of happier 
gardening discoveries, the en
chanting thrill of awakening to a 
new day and dashing to the garden 
to enjoy the breathtaking beauty 
of the new buds unfurling. 

Over 200 new varieties in Iris 
and Daylilies have been added to 
OUT list this year through the 
purchase of the Diehl Garden of 
Alamo, California, and the Grove
land Garden of Orange, California. 

Now for an important bit of in
formation •• when you buy from us, 
you have the advantage of my per
sonal supervision on the selection 
of only first class plants for the 
filling of your order. Buy with 
confidence; best quality, lower 
prices and satisfaction guaranteed. 

P. 0 . BOX 1131 • POMONA , CALIFORNIA 
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"l ~ - In 1954 the Milliken Gardens was purchased by M. Oliver and M. Oliver Flower Farms, We have 
continued to carry on Milliken Gardens' 30-year tradition of supplying the very finest Iris and Hemerocallis, Besides con
tinuing with Milliken Hybrids, we have added over 200 new varieties of late introductions by other famous hybridizers, We 
are humbly proud that our own RUFFLED PINAFORE won the Stout Medal for 1957, which is the highest award that a Day
lily can win. We solicit your business because we know you will be completely satisfied with our Quality , , , Price , , , 
and service, 

M. OLIVER FLOWER FARMS -P, O. Box 1131- P.omona, California 

NOTICE - It is important to read the following, before placing 
your order: 

ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE of getting what you select. We 
have substantial stocks of most varieties, and substitutions 
are seldom necessary. No substitutions are ever made unless 
authorized, See Order Blank. 

TERMS are cash with order, check, draft or money-order, Post
age paid on all retail orders in the U.S. A. that amount to S5.00 
or more, No C. 0. D.'s please, 

INDEX AND TIME OF SHIPMENT 

Bearded Iris (General List) , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , page 
Special List older Garden Favorites , , , , . , , , , , , , page 

Shipment - Late June to November 1st 
Arilbred Iris (Onco and Regelia) , , , , , , , , , , , , page 

Shipment - Late June to November 1st 
Median Bearded Iris , , , • , , , , • , , • , , , , • , , • , page 

Miniatures - Dwarfs - Intermediates 
Shipment - Late June to November 1st 

Louisiana Iris , , , , , • , • , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , • , page 
Shipment - August 15 to November 1st 

Spuria Iris , , , , , , • , , • , , , , , • , , , , • , , , , , , page 
Shipment - August 15 to November 1st 

Hemerocallis (Daylilies) , , , •• , , , , • , , , , • , , , page 
Special List older Gardrn favorites , , , , , , • , , , , page 

Shipment - We can ship Daylilies anytime during the year 
except your winter months. 

WE ARE SORRY! 

We realize a customer might not wish to or need to buy 
every year but unless our files show you ordered in 1956-
1957 or this year, your name will be removed from the reg
ular mailing list, However, you can still get our 1959 
Catalog next year by sending 25¢ coin and deduct the 
amount from your 1959 order, 

DEFINITIONS 

E. Early 
M. Midseason 
L. Late 

OF ABBREVIATIONS 

Ev. 
D. 

Evergreen 
Dormant 

A. I, S, American Iris Society 
H, C, Highly Commended 
H, M, Honorable Mention 
A, M. Award of Merit 

A.H. S, American Hemerocallis Society 
J. C, Junior Citation 
H, M, Honorable Mention 
A. M. Award of Merit 

GUARANTEE 

Our plants are guaranteed to be true to name and of good 
quality. We will replace any of our plants or bulbs that 
do not reach you in good condition, but you must notify us 
at once, We cannot assume responsibility for growth i"n 
your garden because of conditions beyond our control, 
Your satisfaction means our success, 

BONUS PLANTS 

It has been the custom for several years to include Gift Plants 
with every order of any size. Regretfully, we have sometimes 
made duplications of varieties already in your garden, To avoid 
that possibility we are allowing you to make your own sele~
tion in the following manner: 

On orders of S5.00 to $20.00 you may select Bonus Plants 
to 20% of the amount of the order, 

On orders over $20,00 you may select Bonus Plants to 25% 
of the amount of the order, 

On orders over $50.00 you may select Bonus Plants to 50% 
of the amount of the order. 

But, please remember, do not include items marked "Net" or 
"Special Listings" or "Collections" in the total amount on 
which you figure your Bonus selections; in other words, any 
plants that are already discounted are not eligible to be added 
in the amount on which you determine your Bonus, 

• • • * * 
ATTENTION, Dealers - Identify yourselves. We are repeatedly 
getting letters from small gardens, dealers and nurseries that 
fail to get our wholesale list, If you have plants for resale, you 
are entitled to buy wholesale, but you must use the name you 
sell under • , , , Write today for your Wholesale List, 

We also have a special deal for large 
group orders of Garden Clubs. 

We save on handling-you save on prices. 
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BIG HUSKY PLANTS - ALL GUARANTEED 

ABBIE COLLET (K. Williams '55) M. 32" 
A very blue self with large fluted, flaring blossoms. Ex

tremely heavy substance; beautifully spaced branching. 
$3.00 ea. 3 for $7 .50 

ALI BABA (D. Lyon '52) M- L 44" 
Deep garnet-red falls and slightly lighter standards, of 

good substance and form. H. M. 1954. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
ALICIA (Rawlins '48) M- L 36" 

A silvery blue iris of cool and iridescent quality. It is a 
large and slightly ruffled flower, HM '51. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
ALL HONEY (DeForest '53) M. 36" 

An iris of a smooth golden-honer color, A self. $10.00 net 
AMANDINE (Douglas '48) M-L 36' 

A dainty ruffled blossom of frosty lemon -yellow with fine 
form and clear color. $ .75 ea. 3 for $2.00 
AMBUSH (Kenyon Craig '56) M. 36" 

A big, very bright red blend. For substance, form and brill-
iance, there are none better. $7.50 
AMERICAN MODERN (T. Craig '51) 36" 

A strangely .beautiful oncobred with olive - ochre standards 
which are sometimes flecked bluish- green and with falls heav
ily veined with red. Vigorous, prolific and well branched. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
APRICOT SUPREME (Tompkins '51) M 40" 

Deep apricot with a brilliant full beard of a~ricot red. Large 
blooms with heavily substanced petals. H. M. 51 $1.25 
ARABI PASHA (G. Anley '53) ML. 36" 

Smoothly finished deep cornflower blue with blue tipped 
beard. Tailored form with semi- flaring falls. Dykes Medal 
Award in England in 1953. $3.00 
ARGUS PHEASANT (DeForest '48) M. 38" 

A self of beautiful argus -brown with a matching beard. 
Dykes Medal '52. ' $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
AUNT AMORET (T. Craig '51) 36" 

An unusual and lovely ruffled plicata of white with violet 
markings which seem to be washed on, $ 1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
AUTUMN BROWN (Lowry '53) M. 38" 

Glistening deep coppery-brown blend with sliP.htly ruffled, 
wide, flaring falls. Very heavy substance. H. M. 52. $5.00 
AUTUMN HUES (Sass '51) M. 38" 

Large ruffled flower of antimony yellow flushed rose - pink 
and blue. Blue flash at tip of beard with a brushing of orange 
at haft. $4.50 ea. 3 for $10.00 
AZURE LAKE (Muhlestein '52) EM. 36" 

Heavily ruffled medium blue with domed standards and flar
ing falls. Smooth finish. Makes a stunning clump in the garden, 
H. M. '54. $2.00 eo. 3 fur $5.00 
BALDY (T. Craig '53) 

An iris of dull- gray and iridescent black- purple with a 
brilliant orange beard. $1.50 
BALLERINA (Hall '51) M. 36" 

Lar~e, ruffled flamingo-pink self with a deep orange beard. 
A, M. 52. $ 1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
BALLET DANCER (Kleinsorge '49) M- L. 38" 

The blossoms are of soft apricot - tan and are well placed 
on ideally branched stems. A. M. '52. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
BANG (T. Craig '55) ML. 38" 

A large, nicely formed bi-tone with cedar-red standards 
and India red falls. H. M. '55. $15.00 
BAZAAR (B. Schreiner '55) EM. 36" 

The very large blossoms of this iris have broad falls and a 
leathery substance, and its color of wine and white reminds one 
of an Oriental bazaar. H. M. '56. $5.00 
BEAU CATCHER (T. Craig '55) M. 36" 

A wide, ruffled flamingo pink flower which is a fast in
creaser and which blooms profusely in spring and again in the 
fall. $5.00 

Please carefully read 
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BEECHLEAF (Kleinsorge '55) M. 36" 
Very large ruffly, coppery brown with a violet undertone. 

Beard is orange-brown. A superb flower of rich coloring. H. M. 
'55. $10.00 
BELLERIVE (Benson '50) M. 40" 

- A creamiris with petals of an extremely heavy substance, 
which seems to have every good quality in full measure, Winner 
of President's Cup in 1952. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 

BIG GAME (Fay '54) E. 38" 
Very large, rich deep violet self with blue - green foliage, 

The flowers have extra broad petals and excellent form, H. M. 
'54. $7.50 
BIG TIME (Lapham '51) M. 39" 

A new red of huge size with broad, heavily substanced pet-
als. A good grower with a reddish-yellow beard. $2.00 
BIG UTE (Wallace '54) ML. 38" 

A large, well formed, deep red with flaring falls and closed 
standards; well-branched and a P.ood grower. H. M. '55. $10.00 
BLACK CASTLE (B. Schreiner 53) M. 32" 

Rich near- jet black, enriched by a deep orange beard, Fast 
increaser, $3.50 
BLACK HILLS (Fay '51) M. 40" 

A very tall ebony-black iris with lots of bloom. A well 
proportioned flower with flaring falls. Vigorous grower and a 
fast increaser. A. M. '54. $2.50 
BLACK MICHAEL (Morris '49) L. 42" 

Unusually tall near- black iris from England. Standards are 
dark blue - violet and flaring falls are deep velvety violet
black. Withstands severe weather. Silver Medal in 1948 in 
England. $1.50 
BLACK ORCHID (DeForest '50) M. 36" 

Handsome, rich, dee_p purple with flaring falls. The large 
velvety blooms are well placed on tall stalks. 

$ 1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
BLACK SATIN (Nesmith '51) M. 36" 

Intensely deep blue -black with satiny finish. Exquisite 
form and heavy substance. H. M. '51. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
BLACK TAFFETA (Songer '54) ML. 34" 

A satin finished black- purple, including beard. The wide 
hafts are smooth; the entire flower nicely ruffled, giving the 
flower great charm. Fine form and stem. A. M. '57. $7.50 
BLUEBIRD BLUE (Fay '53) M. 36" 

Large, clear medium blue with a blue beard tipped lemon. 
Does not fade. Finely tailored form. A flower of classic pro
portions. H. M. '54. $2.50 ea, 3 for $6.50 

BLUE ELEGANCE (Jory '48) E. 48" 
The delightfully clear blue of this onco-hybrid with the full, 

wide Mohr form, is most enchanting when seen from a distance. 
H. M. '48. $ .75 ea, 3 for $1.75 
BLUE HAWAII (B. Schreiner '54) EM. 40" 

A very large, rich marine blue with fine form and ruffling. 
Outstanding in garden value. $2.00 ea, 3 for $5,00 
BLUE RHYTHM (Whiting '45) L 36" 

Lovely cornflower blue iris, blooms late and is very gen
erous with its beautifully formed blossoms. Dykes Medal '50. 

$ .75 ea. 3 for $1.50 
BLUE SERENE (Wills '53) M 35" 

Clear light blue with lovely ruffled, semi-flaring form. 
Hardy and floriferous. H. M, '53, $4.00 
BLUE SNOWFLAKE (DeForest '53) ML. 40" 

A facinating flower with standards lightly tinted blue on a 
white background and lined a darker blue. Falls are a dark 
violet - blue. $5.00 
BLUE VIOLET (T. Craig '48) M. 38" 

This is perhaps one of the most beautiful iris in its color 
class, an intense violet- blue, with well formed flowers. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2,50 

Instructions Page 1 
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BLUMOHR (Marx '49) M- L. 34" 
This lovely lavender - blue seedling of William Mohr has 

perfectly formed blossoms whose surfaces are smooth and 
devoid of veining, A. M. '52. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
BOLD CONTRAST (Linse '53) M- L. 38" 

The standards are Inca gold flushed with rose while the 
broad, semi-flaring falls are raspberry-red narrowly edged 
with gold. $7.50 
BOLD COPPER (Sass '50) M. 36" 

Rich glowing red copper blend with beautifully ruffled 
flowers of flaring form and heavy substance. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
BONNIE DUNDEE (Norton '54) L. 38" 

Heavy substanced lavender-orchid self with heavily crimped 
edges, Haft and beard are light yellow, $3.50 
BRIGADOON (Tompkins '55) E L. 38" 

A brilliant blend of fuchsia red and amethyst violet. The 
flowers are very large, beautifully formed with softly ruffled 
petals, The substance is heavy and the finish is like gleaming, 
silken taffeta, H. M. '55. $20.00 net 
BRIGHT GEM (DeForest '53) M. 38" 

Golden brown and russet with falls overlaid Morocco red. 
Smooth haft and wide flaring falls, $7,50 
BRIGHT HOUR (Douglas '52) M. 36" 

Impressive amoena with silvery white standards and velvety 
purple falls edged white, Yellow beard. Both standards and 
falls are delightfully ruffled, H. M. '53. $3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
BRONZE SYMPHONY (Pattison '52) 

This glowing, brilliant, ruffled copper self is distinct froqJ 
other copper reds. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
BURGUNDY SPLASH (T. Craig '49) L. 37" 

Flowers are large with standards a muted burgundy-red. 
Falls are creamy yellow, heavily stippled a richer and more 
intense burgundy around the edges. $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
BUTTERFLY WINGS (White '46) M. 36" 

Exotic -resembles a butterfly - pale yellow background ur,on 
which is traced an intricate pattern in lavender, blue, ye! ow 
and warm tan. Large flowers on sturdy stalks. Hardy. H.M. '47, 

$ .75 ea, 3 for $2.00 
BUTTERHORN (Sass '54) M. 38" 

A glittering bi- tone of cream and gold of wonderful sub -
stance and form, $15,00 net 
CAHO~IA (Faught '48) M-L. 40" 

An exquisite shade of clear light blue with no suggestion 
of purple in it and with a bright yellow beard. A. M. '51. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
CAIRO (Kleinsorge '52) M. 40" 

A great, spreading, broadpetaled flower in light tan with a 
tawny yellow overtone and a huffy suffusion near the haft. The 
broad horizontal falls are slightly edged with gold. Bronze 
beard. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
CAMPFIRE GLOW (Whiting '47) M-L 35" 

A smoldering red with copper glints overlaying the deeper 
color, Even the beard is red and the hafts are smooth. H. M. 
'47. $1.00ea. 3for$2.50 
CAPE COD (Knowlton '54) M. 36" 

A charming, new amoena with glistening, pure white stan
dards beautifully domed and fluted and semi - flaring, rich, 
velvety red-purple falls, Heavy yellow beard, H.M. '54, 

$9.00 net 
CARMELA (R. Schreiner '55) M. 38" 

Large, broad-petaled, deep honey - colored flowers with both 
standards and falls heavily laced and crinkled. H.M. '55. $7,50 
CAROLINE JANE (DeForest '51) M. 38" 

Delicate violet- blue markings on this glistening white 
plicata are clean and distinctive, The huge flowers are nicely 
balanced on tall stems, A. M. '55, $3,50 
CASA MORENA (DeForest '43) M. 38" 

Flowers are extra large and handsome; a self of glowing 
coppery chestnut - brown with a pleasing iridescence, A. M. 
'46. $ , 75 ea. 3 for $2,00 

RECENT DYKES MEDAL WINNERS 

Highest Honor an Iris Can Receive. 

1948 - Ola Kala , . , . S , 75 1953 - Truly Yours , , 
1949-Helen McGregor 1.00 1954-Mary Randall , 
1950-Blue Rhythm., .75 1955-Sable Night,, 
1951-Cherie,,,,,, 1.00 1956-First Violet,. 
1952 -Argus Pheasant 1. 00 195 7 - Violet Harmony 

$2.50 
5.00 
8.00 
7.50 
3.50 
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CASCADE SPLENDOR (Kleinsorge '45) L. 38" 
A large pink, tan and apricot blend. Branching and sub-

stance are excellent, A. M. '47, $ .75 ea. 3 for $2.00 
CASCADIAN (Linse '52) EM. 38" 

Here is a white that is all the things you want in a white, 
Huge, wide - petaled flowers, delightfully ruffled and white, 
even to the beard, A. M. '57. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
CATHEDRAL BELLS (Wallace '53) 42" 

One of the newer pinks of light begonia or shrimp pink and 
notable for its heavy substance and slight ruffling. A, M, '56. 

$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
CENTENNIAL QUEEN (Wallace '54) M. 38" 

A blend of huffy watermelon-pink. One of the largest new 
iris with wide, thick petals and very tall stalks, The flowers 
are nicely waved at the edges, Well branched, $5.00 
CHAR- MAIZE (D.Lyon '49) M. 38" 

Beautifully shaped flowers of pleasing chartreuse, Excellent 
substance and almost perfectly shaped blossoms which ruffle 
nicely. A, M, '52, Runner - Up for the Dykes Medal in 1954 and 
in 1955. $1.50 ea. 3 for $4.00 
CHERIE (Hall '47) E-M. 34" 

A lovely flesh- pink iris, beautifully formed, airily ruffled, 
with extremely fine substance, and sharply accented by the 
tangerine beard. Dykes Medal '51. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
CHERRY FALLS (Douglas '53) ML. 24" -32" 

Brilliant yellow standards and bright velvetr red falls create 
a colorful effect in the garden, Blooms we! proportioned to 
height of stalk, H, M, '53, $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
CHINESE WHITE (McKee '52) M. 37" 

A very large, perfectly formed white with lightly waved 
petals. Lovely and impressive, H.M. '52 $2,50 ea. 3 for $6,00 
CINNAMON TOAST (Sass '53) M. 30" 

Glistening large cream ground plicata, sanded red- brown, 
and forming a solid border, Heavily substanced and of satiny 
finish. Plants are robust and produce strong well- branched 
stalks. H.M. '53. $5.00 
CLAIR DE LUNE (Whiting '55) ML. 36" 

Very large tailored flowers of fine form with broad petals in 
lemon - yellow, the domed standards being a deeper shade. 
Falls flaring and clean at the haft. $7.50 
CLARA B (Muhlestein '52) M-L. 

White with lemon-gold border, heavily ruffled, Unusual and 
beautiful. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.25 
CLIFFS OF DOVER (Fay '53) M. 36" 

Gorgeous, clear white with no haft markings and a light 
yellow beard. The beauty of this large ruffled flower is accent
uated by the blue - green foliage, Good grower and fast in
creaser, A. M. '55, $2.50 ea, 3 for $6.00 
CLOUD CAP (DeForest '50) M- L. 40" 

Lovely, big, pale apple -blossom pink, Probably the big
gest pink to da~e, with very broad falls of excellent substance 
and an extra heavy tangerine beard, A, M. '53. 

$1.50 ea, 3 for $3.25 
COLORGLO (R. Schreiner '53) M. 40" 

A stunning color gem in rose - pink and gold. One of the top 
blends. $3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
COLUMBIA (Tompkins '52) M. 36" 

One of the dchest and truest blues with broad petals of 
heavy substance and smooth finish, Medium sized flowers of 
beautifully tailored and flaring form, H. M. '52. 

$2.25 ea. 3 for $6.00 
CONST ANT CO MME NT (Hall '54) M. 36" 

Pinkish apricot with a brilliant, heavy red-orange beard. 
Large, heavily substanced flowers with ruffled and finely 
notched edges, H. M. '56. $3.00 

CONVENTION QUEEN (Muhlestein '54) M-L. 38" 
Large peach- pink flowers with a beard that blends into the 

coloring of the flower instead of competing with a strong 
tangerine, Petals are heavily laced; good substance. Stalks 
are well branched. H. M. '55. $12.50 
COPPER MEDALLION (Schreiner '51) M. 38" 

Metallic copper - brown of large size and fine form with a 
bronze -yellow beard. Well branched and vigorous, Great garden 
value. H. M. '53. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
CORONATION TAPESTRY (Craig '53) EM. 36" 

A strangely blended bi - color of shades of lilac to corona -
tion purple, golden browns and green, H. M. '55, $3.50 
CRINKLED RIBBON (Schreiner '56) M 38" 

A form mutation similar to Carmela and Limelight, A new 
type lloral beauty of blended rose - tan, cedar- rose and 
lavender, $5.00 



CRISPETTE (Schreiner '54) M-L. 34" 
The ideally formed flowers of this deep orchid colored iris 

have fluted petals and a lacy edging. A. M. '57. $5.00 
CRYSTAL CLEAR (Craig) 

One of Craig's fine oncobreds of a smooth blue color with a 
green tinge. A perfect Mohr type flower. $3.00 
CYCLAMEN ROSE (Williams '55) ML. 36" 

Deep orchid rose or crushed raspberry self, tangerine - red 
beard. $7.50 
DANCING DEB (Tompkins '52) ML. 38" 

A large, clear light heliotrope with very broad petals and 
extremely wide hafts. The standards are arched and domed and 
the falls are flaring. H. M. '53. $2.50 -· 3 for $6.00 
DARK BOATMAN (Cook '54) M. 35" 

A velvety iris, exceptionally rich, solid coloring of intense 
deep violet with more velvety blackish falls. Beard of identical 
color. A. M. '56. $10.00 
DARK CHOCOLATE (Murray '54) M. 38" 

A complete self of rich dark chocolate. Flowers are large 
and beautifully formed with broad, heavily substanced petals, 
slightly ruffled. H. M. '54. $7.50 
DARK CONTI HE HT (Craig '54) M. 38" 

Big, husky flower made up of plum, copper and slate, 
blazed violet. $5.00 
DARK MELODY (Sass '51) ML. 36" 

A most appealing and novel plicata with a cream ground and 
a heavy border of dark purple. Has a brown beard. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
DEEP BLACK (P. Cook '55) ML. 36" 

Standards are dark violet and the falls are solid jet- black 
with a deep violet beard. Medium sized flowers.A.M.'57. $12.00 
DESERT TWILIGHT (Miess '52) M. 38" 

As though the colors of the day were caught and subdued 
by the colors of the night, soft lobelia - violet darkens to 
mauve -brown at the haft, but a day of sunshine escapes to 
form the beard. H. M. '52. $3.50 ea. 3 far $9.00 
DIAHEVA (F. Cook '54) EM. 37" 

Large white ground plicata of fine form with clean, bright 
markings of Dauphin's violet. Fragrant. $2.50 
DREAMY (Linse '53) 36" 

A huge flower of white with a crepy texture and flaring falls. 
A white beard completes its beauty. Extremely vigorous. 
H. M. '56. $2.50 -· 3 far $6.00 
EASTERMOHR (Weidner '53) M. 40" 

Large onco - hybrid that is really blue. Standards are firmly 
cupped and the falls are semi - flaring. Good branching. $5.00 
EAST IHDIES (K. Smith '54) L. 40" 

One of the richest .blends in recent years. The base color 
is Cafe au Lait with an iridescent overflush of violet and 
lavender. Large flowers with crinkled and ruffled falls. 
Especially well branched. H. M. '55. $9.00 
EBONY ECHO (Tompkins '48) M- L. 38" 

Large, heavily ruffled velvety carmine-red with a black 
sheen. Flowers are large and have broad petals with horizontal 
falls. A. M. '53. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3. 75 
ELEANOR'S PRIDE (Watkins '56) M. 38" 

An outstanding powder - blue self, having arched, closely 
held standards and ruffled semi - flaring falls, with a white 
beard. H. C. '52. H. M. '56. $20.00 net 
ELIZABETH NOBLE (K. Smith '55) ML. 36" 

A new amoena with standards which open the palest 
lavender, changing to white. The falls are a true purple with 
no haft venations. White beard. Ruffled and flaring form. 
H. M. '55. $9.00 
ELIZABETH OF ENGLAND (Miles '46) M. 36" 

An exquisite azure blue that holds its color. A beautifully 
ruffled iris. A. M. '52. $1.00 -· 3 for $2.50 
ELMOHR (Loomis '42) M-L. 36" 

Rich mulberry with heavily ruffled standards and falls; a 
strong grower and perfectly hardy. Dykes Medal '45. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
EL YSIAH GOLD (DeForest '55) M. 38" 

A very large, ruffled flower of light sulphur yellow. The 
standards dome perfectly and the falls flare out to best display 
the whole flower. Excellent substance. $10.00 
ENCHANTRESS (Hall '54) L. 36" 

A soft ivory buff with a delicate overlay of pink that is more 
predominant in the standards. Large flowers of fine form and 
substance. $4.50 
ENGRAVED (Craig '52) M. 36" 

This sharply defined fancy is out of onco - plicata breeding. 
The background is pearl grey flushed blue, with an allover 
pattern of steel grey veining. H.M. '53. $2.50 ea. 3 far $6.00 
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OFFICIAL SYMPOSIUM OF THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
FOR 1957 

The following is a list of the 100 favorites as voted in 1957 
according to their present popularity. 

Truly Yours 
Happy Birthday 
Mary Randall 
Palomino 
Blue Sapphire 
First Violet 
Argus Pheasant 
Ola Kala 
Sable Night 
Pierre Menard 
Violet Harmony 
Pinnacle 
Elmohr 
Limelight 
Chivalry 
Lady Mohr 
Inca Chief 
New Snow 
Blue Rhythm 
Frances Craig 
Char Maize 
Black Hills 
Swan Ballet 
Desert Song 
Rehobeth 
Blue Shimmer 
Snow Flurry 
Starshine 
Zantha 
Top Flight 
Cliffs or Dover 
Minnie Colquitt 
Amandine 
June Meredith 
Jane Philli_ps 
Thotmes III 
~anish Peaks 
Cathedral Bells 
Chantilly 
White Peacock 
Wabash 
Lady Ilse 
Cahokia 
Sable 
Great Lakes 
Melody Lane 
Cherie 
Tranquility 
Cascade Splendor 
Solid Gold 
Cloudcap 

ENVOY (DeForest '49) M. 34" 

Ballerina 
Helen McGregor 
Port Wine 
Techny Chimes 
Cascadian 
Solid Mahogany 
Gold Sovereign 
Black Taffeta 
Caroline Jane 
Pink Formal 
Party Dress 
Mulberry Rose 
May Hall 
Extravaganza 
Sierra Skies 
Dreamcastle 
Temple Bells 
Regina Maria 
Mystic Melody 
Frances Kent 
Casa Morena 
Blue Valley 
Golden Russet 
Amigo 
Blumohr 
Queen's Lace 
Crispette 
Majorette 
Raspberry Ribbon 
Lady Boscawen 
Helen Collingwood 
Pink Cameo 
Foxfire 
Black Forest 
Rocket 
Sunset Blaze 
Paradise Pink 
Bryce Canyon 
Ranger 
Wedding Bouquet 
Cloth of Gold 
Pretty Quadroon 
Big Game 
Ebony Echo 
Native Dancer 
Harbor Blue 
Firecracker 
Ruffled Organdy 
Dark Boatman 
Maytime 

A different and very beautiful flower in the black bi- color 
class. Standards glow with rich tones and falls are like black 
velvet. $1.00 ea. 3 far $2.50 
EVA SLOAN (Faught '53) M. 38" 

An exquisite flower with sparkling white falls, cream edged 
and lined, and closed cream standards. A dependable bloomer. 
Fragrant. $5.00 ea. 3 for 12.00 
EVELYN BYE (Kleinsorge '56) 35" 

A very lovely harmony of cocoa, blue, violet and old gold. 
The slightly ruffled falls are wide and flaring. Large flowers. 

$12.50 
FANCY FEATHER (Muhlestein '52) M. 36" 

A bright new plicata from Utah. Blended yellow - tan stan -
dards; falls yellow bordered bright mahogany red. 

$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
FANCY WORK (Craig '51) E. 40" 

Plicata type oncobred of burgundy over lighter ground. Well 
branched and hardy. $3.50 ea. 3 for $9.00 
FANTASY (D. Hall '47) M. 30" 

A lovely rose and orchid- pink iris with a brilliant tangerine 
beard. Flowers are exquisitely formed, with a touch of ruffling. 
A. M. '49. $1,25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
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FIGURINE (Babson '53) M. 36"-38" 
A delicately blended flower of lavender over a pearly grey

buff ground. Large flaring flowers, great substance, ruffled 
standards and falls. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
FIREBRIGHT (Craig '54) M. 30" 

Excellent deep red, rich and intense, with a blue blaze at 
the haft. Smooth finish. $5.00 
FIRETAIL (Schreiner '55) ML. 40" 

Very large, clean yellow ground plicata with cinnamon tan 
markings. The giant size, fine form, and bright coloring of this 
attractive flower create a pleasing garden effect. $4.50 
FIRST VIOLET (DeForest '52) M. 38" 

Sparkling clear manganese violet self with a slight blue 
undertone. Ruffled flaring flowers well spaced on stalk. Dykes 
Medal '56. $7.50 
FLEETA (Fay) 

A medium light pink self with distinctively ruffled standards 
and semi-flaring falls. It has a clean haft and is well branched. 
H. M. '56. $17.50 net 
FOR SURE (Linse '53) E-M 36" 

A new Mohr type Iris that is cream tan with a bright margin 
of ecru around the edges of the falls, Beard is brown. The falls 
are washed with violet around the beard, $3,00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
FORTUNE'S GIFT (Mitsch '55) M. 40" 

A very large flower of rich copper brown; has broad petals 
and fine form, A self colored beard set on a slightly white 
veined haft adds to the pattern, H.M. '56. $7.50 net 

FOXFIRE (Fox '52) M. 40" 
A deep glowing yellow with lighter shading below the 

beard on the falls. A. M. '57. $2.50 
FRANCES CRAIG (Craig '52) E. 38" 

A classic in a Mohr type flower, with cool, silvery lavender -
blue blossoms. Heavy substance and tall stems. A, M. '55. 

$2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
FRANCES KENT (DeForest '51) M. 38" 

Wide ruffled flower with closed standards of chartreuse 
cream flushed pink and horizontal falls a shade lighter. Pinkish 
beard. Unusual and beautiful. A. M. '54. $2.00 
FRONT PAGE (Kleinsorge '55) M. 36" 

Brilliant, deep, red gold with lighter area in center of ruffled 
flaring falls. Orange - yellow beara. H. M. '56. $7.50 net 
FROSTED CUPCAKE (K. Williams '56) EM 32" 

The standards are a soft Venetian pink overlaid with a 
silver frost, while the falls, flaring and curled, are satin white 
brushed salmon at the hafts. $5. 00 
FULL REWARD (Kleinsorge '55) M. 38" 

A very large and deeply toned yellow. The falls are excep
tionally wide, standards fully domed. Extra good branching. 
H. M. '56. $7.50 
GALA FINALE (DeForest '50) M- L 

A rich yellow plicata so heavily overlaid with glowing 
Indian red as to appear red at first glance. H. M. '52.. 

$1.00 ea, 3 for $2.50 
GALILEE (Fay) 

Big, beautifully rounded form. A very blue, medium toned 
Iris with darker blue veining throughout the falls. The beard 
is yellow with a waite tip. H. M. '56. $17,50 net 
GARNET GLOW (Sass '51) M-L 36" 

This vibrant garnet - red Iris with a brownish red tangerine 
beard is a wonderfully rich color note in the garden. H. M. '52. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
GAY INTRIGUE (Streibich '55) M-L 36" 

A plicata of good size and form. The standards, which are 
closed and domed, are heavily marked deep purple on a white 
base while the gracefully flaring falls are lightly edged with 
the same color. A bright orange beard livens the entire flower. 

$5.00 
GAYLORD (Douglas '49) V -L 40" 

Large, tall amoena with broad white standards and flaring 
rich blue -violet falls, edged with a narrow border of white. 
Wide hafts and thick orange beard. H. M. '49. $3.00 
GAY ORCHID (Muhlestein '49) E-M 36" 

You will love this large flowered orchid colored Iris, 
enhanced by a tangerine beard. H. M. '49. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
GENE WILD (Craig '52) M-L 

Perfection of form and branching plus the lavish netting 
and blending of rosy red on a. warm white ground'are distinctive 
characteristics of this "Fancy" from Tom Craig. $4.50 
GINGER (R. Schreiner '53) M- L 37" 

Rich ginger -colored blend with color intensified at half. A 
flower of fine form with enameled finish. Extremely popular. 

$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
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GLOWING AMBER (Craig) 
Almost a variegata, an effect it gives from a distance. 

Glowing amber standards washed deeper and the falls of the 
same color are completely striated with a radiating pattern of 
red, umber, and sepia. H. M. '54, $3.50 
GOLD CUP (G. Murray '56) E-M 38" 

The color is a clear, glistening golden - orange and the 
flowers have exceptional finish and texture. Big flowers; tall 
well branched stocks. H. M. '56. $15.00 
GOLD DUST (Salbach '52) M. 36" 

Perfectly formed plicata of fine texture with rich golden
yellow ground, flushed and dotted deep brown. Well branched, 
A hardy grower and increaser. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.50 
GOLD SOVEREIGN (Whiting '49) M. 32" 

The vivid orange -7ellow blossoms are not large, but draw 
you by the intensity o their color. A.M. '53. 

$1,00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
GOLDEN HAWK (K. Smith '51) M. 44" 

An exceptionally handsome, large irimrose yellow self, 
overlaid with metallic gold; no haft markings; beautifully 
tailored and well branched. H. M. '52. $10.00 
GOLDEN RUFFLES (Taylor '46) E-M 38" 

A very beautiful soft yellow, frilled and ruffled. It has good 
substance, excellent branching, and blooms profusely. A. M. 
'49. $1.00ea. 3for$2.50 
GOLDEN SUNSHINE (R. Schreiner '52) M-L 38" 

A verr fine clear pure yellow with no orange or lemon tints. 
A large flower with lovely form and good growing habits. A. M. 
'56. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
GOLDEN TWILIGHT (Tompkins '53) M 38" 

A luscious golden apricot blend with a rich sparkling finish; 
large flowers with broad domed standards and heavily ruffled, 
flaring falls. $3.00 
GRAND TETON (DeForest '56) M 36" - 40" 

The flowers are huge with petals of a 4- inch width. The 
substance is leathery and the flowers are very ruffled. The 
color is close to wax yellow with a slightly deeper overlay on 
the falls. H. M. '57. $20.00 
GRASMERE (K. Smith '53) M 42" 

Tall, very ruffled, large pale blue self with no markings and 
a white tipped beard. Flowers measure 6" - 7", Beautifully 
spaced on a strong well branched stem. $2.50 
GREAT DAY (Tompkins '53) M-L 36" 

A rich glowing carmine with red- black overtones; no haft 
markings; heavy substance. $,4.50 
GREEN MOHR (Muhlestein '51) M-L 36" 

A Mohr type, greenish chartreuse self with lavender flush. 
Large beautifully formed flowers. H. M. '52. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
GYPSY CLASSIC (DeForest '50) M 36" 

An impressive Iris of rich brown with a henna overlay; bright 
orange beard; blooms wide and flaring. H. M. '52. $1.25 
GYPSY HEART (Tompkins '54) E - M 38" 

A large, broad petalled flower of fine form with butter 
yellow standards and orchid -blue falls. Attractive and 
different. $,4.50 
HALLMARK (Hall '54) M 36" 

Large, smoothly finished and beautifully 
apricot. Unusually broad falls enhanced by a 
beard. H. M. '54. 
HALOLIGHT (R. Schreiner '53) L42" 

ruffled golden 
deep tangerine 

$5.50 

Large, tall growing blend of golden buff and apricot. A fine 
flower with perfect form and branching. $5.00 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY (D. Hall '52) 36" 

Larger and more colorful than most other flamingo pinks. 
The large flowers are crimped and ruffled. A vigorous grower. 
A. M. '54. $2.50 
HAPPY MEETING (D. Lyon '55) L-M 36" 

A highly ruffled plicata of heavy substance and attractive 
color, The falls are white-white with a margin of deep violet 
purple. The beard is blue tipped. The standards are so heavily 
sprayed with a lighter violet purple that only an area around 
the mid ribs shows the ground color. H. M. '55. $12.00 
HAPPY VALLEY (Miess '50) VE 40" 

A beautiful amethyst violet self, accented by a golden 
beard. Domed and ruffled standards, falls flaring and ruffled. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3, 75 
HARRIETTE HALLOWAY (K. Smith '56) EM 36" 

The color is a light bluish violet. A broad flower with 
perfection of form and very ruffled; heavy substance and 
fragrant. $10.00 



HEATHER ROSE (D. Hall '50) M. 34" 
A rich, heather rose self with fiery tangerine beard. Flowers 

are large, well formed and of heavy substance. H. M. '51. 
$1.00 ea. 3 for $2,50 

HEIGHO (Craig '49) E-L 45" 
eauti ul flowers of light violet with a touch of blue. Faint 

signal patch at the tip of the beard, Starts blooming early and 
continues late. $ 1. 00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
HELEM COLLINGWOOD (K. Smith '49) M. 34" 

Distinctive neglects with light lavender standards and 
brilliant purple falls. Daintily ruffled and heavily substanced. 
A. M. '52. $1,50 ea. 3 for $4.00 
HELEM KENNEDY (Kennedy '53) 

Light blue flowers of excellent substance, both standards 
and falls are extra broad and beautifully ruffled, Full beard is 
snow white, Very tall. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
HELEM McKENZIE (Graves '50) M. 35" 

One of the most outstanding pure white Iris yet introduced. 
Perfect in every respect. It has broad falls which are generously 
sprinkled with glistening stardust. H. M. '50, 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
HERITAGE (Hall '49) M. 34". 

A slightly deeper toned flamingo pink than Cherie, with 
good form and void of haft markings, A. M. '51. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
HIGH TOR (Fielding '52) 38" 

A huge, chicory-blue, very ruffled flowers on tall sturdy 
well branched stalks are as useful in the garden as they are 
on the show table. H. M. '52. $1,25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
HONOR BRIGHT (DeForest '51) M. 37" 

Very large, beautifully formed new plicata of soft creamy 
yellow edged cinnamon gold. H. M. '51. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
HURRICANE (Craig '49) 40" 

A huge oncobred of powder blue flecked with deeper blue. 
The deep blue flecks look as though they were being buffeted 
by a strong wind. H. M. '49. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
IMCA CHIEF (Mitsch '52) M. L. 35" 

Immense lustrous gold brown self, slightly ruffled, well 
proportioned and of gorgeous coloring. A. M. '54. $3.00 
IRMA MELROSE (DeForest '56) 38" 

A new Iris with a cream ground bordered on both standards 
and falls with a narrow band of bright gold. H. M. '56. 

$17.50 net 
JAME PHILLIPS (Graves '50) E-M 38" 

A clear me ium blue self, smooth in finish and beautifully 
formed, Lar~e flowers, with domed standards and semi - flaring 
falls, A. M. 52. $1.00 eo. 3 for $2.50 
JAVA JEWEL (DeForest '51) M. 38" 

Smooth iridescent golden tan with a greenish hue. Excellent 
size, form and substance, $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
JOSE PH'S MANTLE (Craig '49) M. 38" 

As colorful as its name, the fancy work is done on a ground 
of cream beige and is brushed on in shades of mulberry red. A 
persistent bloomer, $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
JUNE BRIDE (Hall '52) 30" 

A deep, luscious apricot pink, the pink often associated 
with tuberous Begonias and Gladiolas. A thick ~eranium red 
beard completes this lovely color ensemble. H.M. 52. $2.00 
JUNE MEREDITH (Muhlestein '54) M-L 36" 

A self of very rich deep pink with a heavy tangerine beard, 
Flowers are quite large with broad petals and have good sub -
stance and excellent form. A. M. '56. $15.00 
KI Kl (Graves '51) M. 39" 

Tall medium blue of deeper tone than Jane Phillips with 
flaring form and heavy substance. H. M. '53. $5.00 
LADY ALBRIGHT (Muhlestein '50) M-L 

The great attraction in this Iris is its color; bright coppery 
standards and deep rosy lavender or amaranth falls, edged the 
color of the standards. H. M. '51. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
LADY ILSE (K. Smith '51) L-M 41" 

The entire bloom of this beautiful, large, ruffled powder blue 
Iris is enveloped in a lovely iridescent sheen with no haft 
markings. A, M. '55. $2,50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
LADY ~OGERS (Guy Rogers '54) M. 36" 

A very tailored light blue satin - finished self with a white 
beard; flowers have very broad petals of heavy substance. 
H. M. '54. $10.00 net 
LADY RUFF LES (Schirmer '52) M. 38" 

A tall, beautifully ruffled and waved white self with a faint 
bluish tint. $7.50 
L'AMOHR (Craig '54) E. 34" 

A Mohr type flower in rosy pink with a dark signal patch. 
Tall and well branched. $3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
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LANTANA (DeForest '54) M. 36" 
A brilliant flower with bright golden tan ground flushed with 

gold. H. M. '56. $5.00 
LEADING LADY (Lyell '49) E- M 38" 

Creamy yellow standards and white falls with rich golden 
yellow edges; broad petalled and semi-flaring. A.M, '54, $1.00 
LIMELIGHT (Hall '52) M-L 

A canary yellow to greenish yellow with a delightful lace -
like edging of Chantilly. A very beautiful Iris, A.M. '54. $1. 75 
LIMA BETH (DeForest '54) M. 36" 

A very large, crisp appearing delicate pink white with pale 
pinkish yellow beard; has no haft markings; wide standards 
and wide flaring falls; weather resistant. $8.00 
LOIS CRAIG (Craig '56) E-M 45" 

This Iris is a deep toned symphony in reds, purples, and 
browns with light, cool, sky colors playing on the surface. The 
flowers are large and are borne on perfect, tall, strong and well 
branched stems of great vigor. H. M. '57. $17.50 
LULA MARGUERITE (DeForest '56) M. 38" 

These flowers are large and ruffled and of a light blended 
blue coloring with a glittering golden edge on both standards 
and falls. The gilt- like edge appears to be almost painted on 
and deepens to a brushing of gold at the haft and at the base 
of the standards. $20.00 net 
MAGIC SAILS (Nesmith '51) E-M 38" 

Immense pale blue with silvery lustre and pale yellow 
beard tipped white. Beautifully formed flowers with slight 
ruffling. H. M. '51. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6,00 
MAJOR EFF (Watkins -Watkins '55) M. 39" 

A medium blue violet self. The standards are well closed 
and upright; the falls are broad and flaring with neat ruffling. 
The white beard is in sharp but pleasing contrast to the dark 
rich color of the bloom. H. M. '56. $10.00 net 
MAJORETTE (Miess '53) M. 36" 

This Iris wears a white beard and epaulets on the shoulders 
of its deep maroon falls. The standards are rosy mauve. A. M. 
'56. $3.50 ea. 3 for $9.00 
MALAY (Kleinsorge '52) M. 30" 

A vivid ginger -brown self with flat flaring falls. Very 
effective in a garden clump, $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
MARDI GRAS (K. Smith '52) L. 40" 

This colorful neglects is deeper than Helen Collingwood 
and very late flowering. The standards are light campanula 
violet and the semi - flaring falls of velvety, dark purple have 
a brown overlay at the haft. Firm substance and excellent 
branching. $3,50 
MARSALA (DeForest '51) M. 36" 

A large, well formed Persian rose self with a red beard. 
$3.00 

MARSHA KAY (Tompkins '54) M- L 36" 
A self of glowing flamingo rose with a very bright red beard. 

Flowers are large and well formed, $2,25 
MARY McLELLAM (Craig '52). M. 50" 

A giant deep blue Iris of perfect quality, which has some 
onco blood. $15.00 
MARY RANDALL (Fay '51) M. 36" 

A deep rose pink self with tangerine beard, a new color 
fusion. Finely formed, well spaced and nicely branched. Dykes 
Medal '54. $5.00 
MAYAN GOLD (McKee '51) M. 37" 

A brilliant golden yellow, large petalled flower with 
slightly ruffled form. $1,50 ea. 3 for $3. 75 
MAY HALL (D. Hall '54) M. 36" 

A bright, clean flamingo pink with a vivid beard. Many 
flowers on well branched stallcs. A. M. '56. $6.50 
MAYTIME (Whiting '50) M- L 36" 

Love! y fresh two - toned I ilac pink, with falls about three 
shades darker than the standards. White beard. A. M. '53. 

$2,00 ea. 3 for $5,00 
MELODY LAME (D. Hall '49) E. 36" 

A bright, glistening golden apricot with large blooms, some -
what ruffled with good form and a tangerine beard. A. M. '52. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2,50 
MEMORIES (Sass '53) M-L 36" 

A sensational, new, rich medium pink with broad heavily 
substanced petals and a full pink beard. Exceptionally fine. 
H. M. '53. $7.50 
MEX ICAM FI EST A (Lyell) 

Vivid orange yellow standards and rich Pompeian red falls 
make this one of the gayest of the variegatas. $1.00 
MIDCOMTIMEMT (Whiting '52) M. 40" 

Large rounded flowers of warm golden brown. Blooms pro -
fusely over a long period of time. H. M. '53. 

$1,25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
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MIDWEST GOLD (Sass '53) M. 38" 
An unusual, deep buttercup yellow flower with rounded 

form. $1,25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
MISS PINK (Milliken '55) M. 36" 

A pinker flamingo pink that is nearly a self. Only a shade 
of difference makes the falls lighter than the standards. Hafts 
are smooth with just a hint of buff. Bright tangerine beard; 
excellent substance; semi-flaring form. $3.50 
MOBY DICK (Sass '53) M. 38" 

Immense white flowers with broad ruffled falls and nicely 
domed standards. $2.50 
MOHR BEAUTY (Milliken '49) 36" 

This beautifully ruffled light yellow Iris is very much like 
its famous parent Elmohr in both shape and form. 

$1. 25 ea. 3 for $3. 00 
MOHRDYKE (Aylette) 

An importation from England, this flower is both odd. and 
exquisite. A silvery blue that definitely shows its onco back
ground. $1.50 
MOHRESQUE (A. D. Keith '50) E. 38" 

Strange and odd colorings. Standards are light brown. The 
falls are yellowish buff with a purplish flecking over the entire 
fall. $1.00 
MOL TEN (Craig '50) 34" 

A smouldering red-brown Iris with a violet blue blaze. 
Branched and tall. $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
MONTE CARLO (F. Cook '53) M. 36" 
· Ruffled yellow ground plicata with brown markings. Falls 
cream- edged with deep yellow to brown. $2.50 
~OHTECITO (Milliken '50) 36" - 40" 

A very lovely Iris in cool lemon yellow and frosty white. 
Truly magnificent in every respect. The blending of white and 
yellow is a work of art •.. even the beard is white at the tip, 
deepening toward the throat. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
MOON GODDESS (Craig '49) 

Charm of color and grace of statue characterize this pale 
wisteria Iris with wide ruffled petals. Very appealing • 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
MOONLIGHT SERENADE (Naylor '52) E-M 42" 

A large warm white with lemon undertones. Ruffled blooms 
in perfect placement on well branched stems. H. M. '52. 

$1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
MYSTIC MELODY (Stevens '51) M-L 39" 

Enamel like butter yellow falls and shimmering silken cream 
standards create a haunting loveliness in this Iris. A.M. '55. 

$1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
NATIVE DANCER (Fay '54) M. 38" 

A beautiful flower of pure light peach pink with a full pink 
beard. Heavily substanced, broad petalled and well branched. 
A. M. '57. $7.50 
NEBRASKA SUNSET (Sass '52) M. 38" 

A self of raw Sienna flushed Sudan brown. An outstanding 
new blend. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3. 75 
HELL BABSON (Babson '53) M. 36" 

A big, ruffled orchid pink Iris with tangerine beard. The 
standards have delicate, lacy margin. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
HEW HOPE (DeForest '50) M. 36" 

Very large, white ground plicata with both standards and 
falls bordered a rich violet blue. $1.25 ea, 3 for $3.00 
HIGHT MOTH (Craig '50) E. 36" 

An oncocyclus hybrid of pale wisteria, veined and stippled 
at the haft and throat of the flower with a small deep violet 
signal patch at the tip of the beard. $2.00 
HIGHT 'H DAY (DeForest '55) L. 35" 

A very fine new Iris in the near - amoena class. The stand
ards are pale Hortense violet and the falls are a rich fluorite 
violet with a velvety- like finish and a deep black overlay. 
The stalks are tall, strong and well branched. $17.50 net 
HIGHT SHADOWS (Sass '55) EM. 38" 

Another fine new dark iris. This one approaches black from 
the red side, Beard is brown tipped yellow. $7.50 net 
NORTHWESTERN (F. Cook '51) M. 38" 

Large, clear, bright royal purple self, even to the haft and 
the beard. Beautifully arched standards and wide semi- flaring 
falls. Strong stalks with good branching. A.M. '53. 

$3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
OLA KALA (J. Sass '43) M. 38" 

.._ An outstanding deep yellow self whose flowers are of me
dium' size and stand up well in bad weather. Dykes Medal 1948. 

$ • 75 ea. 3 for $2.00 
OPAL BEAUTY (Schreiner '55) L. 38" 

Lustrous, soft lavender - pink standards and falls a rich 
blend of rose and lavender with a pearly enamel finish. $5.00 
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ORANGE CRE.AMO (Muhlestein '53) M-L. 38" 
Delightful flowers of apricot- orange, handsomely displayed 

on tall, well branched stalks. The flowers are of excellent sub
stance, wide form and are full and clean of haft. $5.00 
ORCHID AND FLAME (Craig '54) EE. 45" 

An orchid iris with a bright flame colored beard. It is un-
usually floriferous and increases rapidly. Reblooms. $2.50 
ORCHID RUFFLES (Schreiner '54) M. 34" 

Charming, delightfully ruffled iris of a true lavender color 
and a shimmering texture. H. M. '56. $3.00 
ORIENT.AL GLORY (Salbach '50) 

Blooms of this iris are nicely formed on well branched 
stems. Standards are a velvety mahogany-red and the falls are 
of rich, deep chestnut - brown shading to gold at the haft. A 
brilliant blue blaze is at the tip of the orange beard. H.M. '52. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
ORIENTAL PEARL (Lyon '56) M. 40" 

A light medium shade of Orient pink with a flush of light 
medium coral pink, brushed soft spine! pink in the center of 
the falls. Beard is a contrasting deep Mars orange. Good sub
stance and texture. H. M. '57. $17.50 net 
PACEMAKER (Lapham '50) E-M 35" 

A smooth, even - textured bright red self with a velvety fin
ish and no venations on the haft.H.M. '50,$1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
PAGAN PRINCESS (Douglas '48) E-M. 36" 

Persian pink standards and Persian rose falls combined 
with a tangerine beard make this an eye - catcher. H .M. '48. 

PALOMINO (Hall '52) 36" $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
The standards of this Iris are of pinkish buff, and the falls 

of pale ivory, overlaid amber - copper at the hafts. Large flow
ers are highlighted by a flaming reddish orange beard, A.M 
'54. $3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
PARADISE PINK (Lapham '50) L. 33" 

This is one of the deepest of the flamingo pinks. A self of 
clear, clean pink with no haft markings and a pleasing tange -
rine beard. Sun, wind and rain resistant. A. M. '52 $1.00 

PARTY DRESS (Muhlestein '51) M. L. 34" 
A good garden plant of charm and personality is this Iris of 

deep pink. It is ruffled, of heavy substance and smooth, clear 
coloring. A. M. '54. $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
PATHFINDER (Whiting '48) M. 36" 

Large, wide petals, a heavily ruffled blend of pink and or
chid with pale yellow beard and a touch of yellow at the haft. 
H. M. '48. $1.00 

PATRICIAN (H.F. Hall '53) M. 36" 
A pure white of flaring form with a decidedly broad overlay 

of Barium yellow on the upper part of the falls on each side of 
the full yellow beard. H. M. '53. $4.50 
PEPPERPOT (Whiting '54) L. 25" 

Pepper red with a lacquered finish. A new and different red 
and a favorite of all who have seen it. Very brilliant. $3.75 
PEQUOT (McKee '52) M. 36" 

Pequot is a grand red noted for smoothness and evenness of 
its deep coloring. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 

PERSIAN ROBE (Sass '55) M. 38" 
This is a fine new blended bi-color, nearly an amoena. 

Standards are a pale cream flushed rose; falls are deep wine 
red with a buff pink border, $12.50 net 
PERSONALITY PLUS (K. Smith '56) E. M. 35" 

This Iris has charm and quality to a marked degree. Domed 
standards are a clear flamingo pink and the flaring falls are 
lilac pink set off by a bright tangerine beard. Firm substance; 
ruffled; hardy and well branched. $10.00 net 
PINAFORE LASS (F. Cook '51) E-M 38" 

Suggestive of Japanese Iris in form and size. From the white 
in the center of the falls an ever deepening tint of lavender 
blue blends imperceptibly to the deeper scalloped margins. 
H. M. '52. $1.75 
PINK .ACCENT (Pattison '53) 34" 

A delicate blend with the standards in shades of pink and 
the falls white lined with pink. Blooms are large and full. H.M. 
'54. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 

PINK BOUHTI FUL (Cook '49) M. 38" 
This orchid pink Iris has a smooth satin texture and_ fine 

substance. Beautifully formed flower with broad petals on nice
ly branched stems. H.M. '51. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
PINK ENCHANTMENT (Muhlestein '54) E. M. 32" 

This is certainly one of the deepest flamingo Iris developed. 
It is not large in size yet its deeplink coloring and its intense 
cerise beard make it outstanding. .M. '57. $25.00 net 



PINK FORMAL (Muhlestein '49) M. 38" 
Large ruffled deep pink flowers with a salmon influence. 

Beard is an intense red tangerine. A.M. '51. 
$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 

PINK FULFILLMENT (Muhlestein '54) M. 36" 
This is a large, semi flaring flower of soft true pink. Has a 

tangerine beard. The blooms are quite large with broad stand
ards. President's Cup '54. A.M. '56. $25.00 net 

PINK SENSATION (Hall '48) E. 38" 
One of the finest of the pinks. Large, full and rounded in 

form, delicately ruffled and accented by a bright orange beard. 
A.M. '52. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 

PINK TOWER (Muhlestein) 
A sister seedling of · Pink Formal that makes a wonderful 

garden pink. It is very tall and has an especially clear color. 
$ .75 

PINNACLE (Stevens '49) M. 36" 
Clean white standards and primrose yellow falls. Blossoms 

are tailored and wax like. Distinctive and unusual. A.M. '51. 
$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 

PLUM PRETTY (DeForest '49) M. 33" 
Smooth flowers of deep plum color. Excellent form. 

$ .75 ea. 3 for $2.00 
PORT (Craig '53) L. 36" 

A medium large, deep port wine red self. The smooth hafts 
are of a somewhat warmer coloring. $5.00 
PORT WINE (Sass '50) M. 38" 

A new and distinct effect in a very dark red and white pli
cata, Ground color is white with both standards and falls heav
ily sprayed with the deep wine red. A.M. '53, $2.00 
PRAIRIE JEWEL (Sass '53) M.L. 38" 

A large broad petalled flower of oval form with domed, clear 
pink standards and dahlia red falls. Bright red beard. H.M. '53. 

$5.00 
PRAIRIE SUNSET (H. Sass '39) M. 36" 

The indescribable and thrilling colors seen in a sunset on 
on the prairies are found in this brilliant and delightful Iris. A 
subtle blending of rich apricot, peach, rose, copper and gold. 
Dykes medal '43. $ .75 
PRECIOUS DAYS (K. Smith '53) E. 39" 

The sparkling, tailored pale blue self with no haft markings 
and a white tipped beard. Strong well branched stalks. One of 
the first to bloom and one of the last to go because of the pro
lific bloom, $3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
PRETENDER (Cook '51) M. 36" 

An impressive new variegata with yellow standards and deep 
r,Ium falls. Large flaring flowers with heavy substance. A.M. 
55. $4.50 

PRETTY PANSY (Sass '49) M. 37" 
Unusual! Actually a fancy, but the purple patterning is laid 

on so heavily that the white ground comes through only as an 
area on the falls, H.M. '50. $ 1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
PRETTY QUADROOH (Kleinsorge '49) M. 34" 

Smooth, metallic, light copper brown, with a hint of lavender 
and gold undertones. Spreading falls and large, closed stand
ards, Warm brown beard. A.M. '50. $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 

PRINCE OF MONACO (Kleinsorge '56) 40" to 48" 
A flower in two shades of purple, heavily suffused brown on 

the haft and with a rich yellow beard. The standards are a 
brilliant violet blue and with a crinkled appearance. The falls 
are broad and flare out wide, and are a lustrous deep violet 
purple. $15.00 net 

PRIVATEER (Tompkins '54) M.L. 36" 
A large, broad petalled red self of lovely flaring form. 

Smooth, velvety finish with no haft markings. H.M. '54. $10.00 

PURISSAMOHR (Weidner '52) M- L 40" 
The large flowers of this pure white oncobred Iris show not 

a trace of coloring or markings. Standards are beautifully domed 
and the falls are broadly flaring. Beard is a soft golden tan. 
H.M. '52. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
QUEECHEE (Knowlton '50) M. 36" 

A handsome garnet red self with broad cupped standards, 
rounded flaring falls and a thick short bronze beard. Good 
branching. H.M. '50. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
QUEEN'S LACE (Muhlestein '55) M.L. 36" 

Heavily laced cream white with the edges of the petals, 
hafts and beard light yellow, Unopened buds are also creamy 
white. A.M. '57. $15.00 
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QUEEN'S TASTE (G. Douglas '52) M.L. 38" 
The well domed standards are light lavender pink with semi

flaring falls that are a rich tone of blended red; very rich and 
velvety. Good branching, firm texture and vigorous growth. 
A.M. '55. $3.50 

RADIATION (Hall '48) E-M 33" 
Truly a color triumph, A self of orchid pink, more on the or

chid side, with a tangerine glow over the heart of the falls, 
r,roducing a most interesting and vivid display of color. A.M. 
50. $1. 25 ea. 3 for $3. 00 

RASPBERRY RIBBON (Schreiner '51) E.M. 34" 
A plicata with white ground color and a band of raspberry 

sprayed and etched around the borders. Crisply ruffled and ex
cellently styled with its standards so heavily sprayed rasp
berry as to seem almost solid in color. A.M. '55. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
RAVEN WING (Milliken '51) 36" to 40" 

Dark as a raven's wing with much the same sheen, this love
ly deep Iris with beautifully domed standards and rippling 
loosely ruffled falls upon which rest the heavy dark beard is 
indeed a most noteworthy Iris. Vigorous and perfectly' hardy. 

$1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
REAL GOLD (Austin '51) M. 28" 

The standards are glistening gold buff while the falls are a 
deep gold buff, enhanced by harmonizing soft brown veins and 
a golden bronze beard. The falls are broad and flaring; increases 
fast. $2.50 
RED SHADOWS (Babson '55) M. 34" 

An exciting new red! A bright red self, velvety, smooth at 
the haft and perfectly formed. Beautifully branched and vigorous. 

$5.00 
REGINA MARIA (Hinkle '55) M. 36" 

A huge flaring medium blue of exceptionally full form and 
smoothness. An imposing flower of great garden value. A. M. 
'57, $20.00 net 

REHOBETH (DeForest '53) M. 36" 
A clear, soft sky blue with flaring blooms that measure 7" 

or over. Closed standards and wide semi- ruffled falls. Smooth 
satin sheen and great substance, A.M. '56. $7.50 
REMEMBER ME (Norton '53) M. 36" 

A glistening golden tan with a rosy flush. The heavily sub -
stanced flowers have heavily crimped and crinkled edges. 
Strong, well branched stalks. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
RICH RAIMENT (Craig '49) M; 36" 

A fancy plicata, cream ground color so heavily veined and 
dotted with red brown that from a distance it looks like a dark 
red brown self. H.M. '50. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
ROSY VEIL (Sass '53) M. 37" 

A glistening, clear white plicata daintily stitched rosy 
heliotrope. H.M. '54. $2.50 
RUFFLED ORGANDY (Brennan '53) 36" 

The broad ruffled falls are ivory cream flushed lavender 
pearl with the edges etched in light gold. Standards are a deep -
ened ivory with overlapped and ruffled edges, Hardy; long 
bloom period. A.M. '55. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
RUFFLED TAFFETA (Miess '54) 

Both falls and standards of this pinkish lavender Iris have 
beautiful ruffling; closed standards, almost horizontal falls. 
Plants are vigorous and have exceptionally large blossoms. 
Very tall. H.M. '55. $6.50 
SABLE HIGHT (Cook '52) M. 38" 

Sensational new black with slight undertones of red in the 
standards. Large, full petalled flowers of heavy substance, 
Dykes Medal '55. $8.00 
SARAH SHOCKEY (K. Smith '56) M. 36" 

This Iris is of the lightest possible blue, and, in spite of 
its delicate color, it never becomes white, The blooms are very 
broad and ruffled. Has a lovely orange beard and beautiful 
branching. $10.00 net 

SAVAGE (Craig '49) E.M. 36" 
Lovely, flaring flowers of burnished red with a blue blaze 

shooting out from the beard give a brilliant display of fireworks. 
Repeats its bloom for us. H.M. '51. $1.75 ea. 3 for $4.50 
SHOCK WAVE (Tompkins '55) M.L. 40" 

A reverse bi - color of a new and most unusual combination 
of colors. The standards are clear, clean orchid and the falls 
are apricot orange with, at times, faint flushes of orchid in them. 
Very large flowers with large rounding petals and semi - flaring 
falls. $12.00 



• 
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SIERRA SKIES (Schortmann '54) E.M. 38" 
A medium blue that is very close to spectrum blue, The 

stalks are tall, strong and well branched, The flowers are 
large and beautifully formed and have heavy substance, A. M 
'56. $8.00 
SILVER HAWK (K, Smith '54) M. 42" 

The large full blossoms of this Iris have a light chartreuse 
overlay on the falls, This with the pale green midrib of the 
standards and a beard of the same tone give it a crystalline 
sparkle throughout, The blooms are very large, very ruffled and 
have especially strong, firm substance, H.C. '53. $7.50 
SKY ABOVE (Cook '52) M. 36" 

A light blue self that is deeper and bluer than Distance, 
Petals are full with ruffled edges, H,M, '53, 

$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
SKY CRYSTAL (Sass '55) M. 38" 

Beautiful new blue - white of heavy substance and fine form, 
Broad petalled, semi - flaring flowers, Well branched, H.M, '55, 

$8.50 
SNOSHEEN (Sass '50) M. 36" 

Very beautiful pure white with broad petals and a frosty 
finish, Delightfully ruffled, H.M. '50. $2,50 eo. 3 for $6.{)0 
SOLID GOLD (Kleinsorge '51) M. 36" 

Of the deepest yellow, huge in size, well proportioned, 
Splendid growing habits, vigorous and floriferous, A. M. '53. 

$2,00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
SOUTH PACIFIC (K. Smith '54) M.L. 40" 

A beautiful blue self between pale Windsor blue and a light 
bright blue, Beard is almost white, Standards are well domed 
and the falls flare widely. H.M. '54. $9.50 
SPANISH FANDANGO (Kleinsorge '51) 48" 

A swirling and ruffling affair in brilliant coppery yellow and 
vivid chestnut red. A rampant grower with wide branching and 
lots of big frilled blossoms, $1.50 
SPELLBINDER (K. Smith '54) M.L. 34" 

A reverse bi - color with standards and the under side of the 
flaring falls light naphaline yellow creating a chartreuse effect, 
The top of the falls are oyster white with green gold lines at 
the haft. The entire flower has fluted edges of bright yellow 
gold, $2,25 
SPELLBOUND (Linse '51) M. 38" 

This glowing Iris is done in red with a golden overlay, It has 
horizontally flared falls with ruffled edges, H.M. '52, 

$2.25 ea. 3 for $6.00 
SPRING MOON (Goodman '52) E.M. 35" 

Immense creamy yellow with darker edges, Extremely broad 
broad petals of flaring form and silky sheen, 

$2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
SPRING SONNET (DeForest '53) M. 40" 

A large flower of flaring form and heavy substance with white 
standards and cream yellow falls, Well branched stalks, $3.00 
STAR SHINE (Wills '49) M.L. 36" 

An iridescent sheen overlays this captivating flower that is 
a soft to a more intense cream at the edges and a pearly blue 
flush in the falls, A.M. '51. $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
STATEN ISLAND (K. Smith '47) M. 38" 

A vivid variegata with gleaming yellow standards and vel-
vety red falls edged gold. A.M. '51. $ .75 
STORM WARNING (Schreiner '53) M. 36" 

A classic form "black" Iris that tends more to the red black 
than to the blue black, Deep bronze beard, H.M. '54. $3.00 
SUL TAN'S ROBE (Salbach '45) 36" 

A large richly colored flower in the red tones, Old gold, 
copper and old rose are thrown in to make the coloring richer, 
Blue violet blaze on the falls, H.M. '46. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
SUNSET BLAZE (Kleinsorge '48) V.E. 36" 

Huge, golden flame -salmon blend, bordering on the red side, 
Both standard fl and falls are extra wide, Beard and haft markings, 
are bright golden yellow. A. M. '51. $1.50 
SWAN BALLET (Muhlestein '55) M-L 40" 

Exquisite, ruffled white flower with a white beard. Falls are 
round and flare horizontally. Very heavy substance, A.M. '57. 

$17.50 net 
SWEET TOMORROW (D. Lyon '57) M. 33" 

A bi - tone with standards of medium lilac purple deepening 
toward the outer edges; falls are light lilac purple with an 
Indian orange beard, Large petals are wide and slightly ruffled. 
Excellent branching. $20.00 
TABASCO (Craig '51) 

A golden fancy that looks like an omelet decorated with 
bright red paprika for color accent, Flaring in form, H.M. '54. 

$1,50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
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TABU (Schreiner '54) M. 38" 
A very choice blue - black Iris with a 

flowers of uniform color on tall stalks, 
H.M. '54. 

silken sheen, Large 
Strikingly beautiful. 

$4.50 
TALLY- HO (Hall '49) M. 32" 

Lovely flowers in shades of fuchsia, Standards light fuchsia 
and falls light fuchsia with deeper tones toward the center, 
H.M. '50. $3.00 
TANGO (Sass '54) M. 36" 

Bright medium blue with flaring falls and good substance, 
Well branched stalks, $1,75 ea. 3 for $3.75 
TECHNICOLOR (Whiting '50) M. 34" 

Brilliant red brown, the color carries exceedingly well, 
Resembles Garden Glory, one of its parents, in form and 
growing habits, Re - blooms. H.M. '50. $1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
TEMPLE BELLS (Hall '52) M. 36" 

Extra large, heavy substanced flowers of a delightful metallic 
golden apricot; a perfect self with the added attraction of a 
thick red - orange beard, A,M, '54. $3.00 
TEXAS WAY (DeForest '54) M. 34" 

A very large, intriguing deep purple -black flower with wide 
standards and falls. $7,50 
THE MAD HA TT ER (D. Lyon '51) M-L 42" 

Deep velvety maroon red with the falls having a blackish 
overlay and with a rich orange beard. H.M. '51. $1.50 
THOTMES Ill (Kleinsorge '50) M. 40" 

As impressive and awe inspiring as its name. Large glis
tening golden tan with a light bronze beard, of excellent 
substance. A,M, '53. $1.50 eo. 3 for $3,75 
TINDALAO (Milliken '51) E.M. 48" 

One of the largest bright yellow Iris we have ever seen, 
Standards are ruffled and beautifully domed, Falls are wide and 
ruffled, A bright golden beard and gold venations at the haft 
give a flower of pure gold for your garden, 

$2. 00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
TOAST AND HONEY (Kleinsorge '53) M. 38" 

A rich golden brown with falls a deeper toast brown, Broad, 
flaring, slightly ruffled petals, A most effective flower for the 
front of the border, $6,00 
TOPAZ (Waters '54) M. 38" 

Brilliant, silky brown with yellow underlay, A large, beauti
fully formed flower, wide at the haft, and of firm substance, 
Very fine. H.M. '54, $9.00 
TOP HAT (Schreiner '54) M-L 40" 

Large blooms of excellent form, an intense indigo violet 
self, Coloring is uniform throughout the entire flower, Even 
the beard is of a subdued tone. H.M. '54. $4,50 
TOSCA (Benson '49) M. 38" 

A ruffled lavender blue self with standards domed and falls 
semi - flaring, H.M. '50. $1.50 eo. 3 for $3. 75 
TOTAL ECLIPSE (Fay) 

A large, tall blue black, H.M. '56, 
TRADITION (K. Smith '53) M. 41" 

A clear lavender - blue self with no 
flaring, ruffled 6- inch flowers, well 
stalks. 

$15.00 

haft markings, Large, 
spaced on very tall 

$4.50 
TRAIL BLAZER (Milliken '50) E-M 40" to 48" 

This is a fiery red mulberry-purple shot with blue at the 
tip of the beard which spreads over the central portion of the 
falls creating a startlingly brilliant color effect, A touch of 
deep ruby red flanks the cinnamon beard, adding depth and 
richness to the flower, $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
TRANQUILITY (Fay '50) M. 38" 

As serene and tranquil as snowy landscapes the morning 
after a storm, An indescribable white with a white beard, good 
form and substance. A.M, '53. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
TRIM (McKee '56) M. 36" (Plant Patent No. 1592) 

A notable advance in red Iris, There is a silky smoothness 
to its finish, No venation at the haft; has sparkling sheen, 
H.M. '56. $20.00 
TRULY YOURS (Fay '49) L 40" 

A charming and distinctive flower with a heart of brightest 
yellow blending to almost pure white at the top of the standards 
and at the bottom of the falls, Both the falls and standards are 
edged like ruffled lace, Dykes Medal '53, $2.50 

TWENTY GRAND (Norton '53) M-L 36" 
A reverse bi - color blend. This has bright buff- yellow 

standards and white falls with a heavy orchid flush over the 
center and a wide border of ~olden tan, $3.50 
UTAH SUNSET (Muhlestein 51) E-M 32" 

A grand Iris in proportions and styling, Coloring is a beige -
tan and salmon blend, $1,25 ea. 3 for $3.00 



VANDA {Miles) 
One of the purest pale blues. A most sought novelty from 

Canada. $1.25 ea. 3 for $3. 00 
VEILED IN MYSTERY {Milliken '51) E-M 40" 

The entire flower has the appearance of off - white antique 
satin, with an ethereal dusting of the palest chartreuse. Both 
standards and falls are exquisitely fluted and ruffled. A full 
violet beard gives this Iris a most unusual beauty. 

$2.25 ea. 3 for $6.00 
VENETIAN RED {Milliken '50) 36" 

This Iris is a smooth Venetian red self, enriched by a light 
brown overlay, which gives an antique red of unusual beauty. 
Flowers are of medium size and nicely ruffled, lovely cinnamon 
beard. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
VENGEANCE {Craig '56) E-M 36" 

An extremely ruffled, full lavender and creamy white plicata. 
It is very floriferous and has many large flowers on its widely 
branched stalks. Increases rapidl,Y,· $7.50 
VICTORIAN VEIL {Craig '50) 44 ' 

Big, ruffled, white ground fancy, completely enveloped in a 
rose violet lace. Coloring in the standards is a little lighter 
than in the falls. Both are waved and ruffled. $1.50 
VIOLET HARMONY {Lowry '52) M. 38" 

This extremely popular and lovely Iris is a soft shade of 
violet with a light area on the falls beneath the beard. The 
form is exquisite with ideal ruffling and spacing of flowers on 
the stems. Dykes Medal 1957. $3.50 
WATERMELON {Waters '54) M. 38" 

A blending of greenish, light lemon and deep watermelon 
pink. Standards are slightly lighter than the falls. Large, 
gracefully formed and ruffled. Light yellow beard. H.M. '54. 

$10.00 net 
WEDDING BOUQUET {Buttrick '52) M. 35" 

Pure white Iris with great individuality and charm; domed 
standards and broad, ruffled semi - flaring falls. Unopened buds 
and underside of falls are chartreuse. A.M. '56. $5.00 net 
WELCOME GUEST (Linse '52) M. L. 38" 

A grand amber gold self, haft and center are yellow gold, 
merging smoothly and gradually into amber at the edges. Form 
is horizontally flaring and the petals are crimped and waved. 

$3.75 ea. 3 for $9.00 

WHEN YOU OR DER FROM US, 

YOU CAN BE SURE OF: 

BEST QUALITY 

PROPER PACKING 

CLEAN PLANTS 

PROMPT SERVICE 

TRUE VARIETIES 

LOW PRICES 
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WHISPERS {Linse '51) 38-42" 
Chrome yellow standards and amber white falls of this 

reverse amoena are well formed with good substance. It is soft 
and alluring. H.M. '52. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
WHITE PEACOCK {Pattison '52) 40" 

A superb new blue white Iris with ruffled flowers of smooth 
finish. Flowers are large and heavily substanced. The tall 
stalks are well branched. A.M. '55. $3.00 
WHITE PRAIRIES (DeForest '54) M. 38" 

Glistening white with a pale yellow beard; wide standards 
and broad, rounded and flaring falls. $3.75 
WHITE WAVES (Pierce '55) M. 36" 

Pure white of extremely heavy substance. Form is very 
flaring and attractively ruffled. $2.00 
WIDE AWAKE (Lapham '53) M. 34" 

Beautifully formed, clean buff- pink with prominent flame -
scarlet beard. Standards well rounded and falls flaring and 
slightly ruffled. H.M. '53. $3.50 

WINSTON CHURCHILL {Stevens '44) M.L. 30" to 36" 
A deep crimson red; the standards are a glowing red while 

the falls are velvety. A rich gold beard provides an accent note 
against the rich red of the falls. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
YELLOW ORGANDY (Rees '5:?) L. 42" 

Crisp and starched organdy! It has pale yellow- green tinged 
blossoms that are so heavily ruffled as to appear almost shirred 
below the haft. Excellent branching and tall stalks. 

$2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
YUCCA (Babson) 

Pale cream -yellow flowers with elegant flaring form, 
excellent branching and vigorous growth. $1.75 ea. 3 for $3.75 
ZANTHA (Fay '47) M. 36" 

A large, very deep yellow which is free from muddiness and 
has no haft markings. It is flaring and has nicely domed 
standards. Stalks are sturdy and well branched. A.M. '52. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
ZOMBIE (Craig '57) 

This huge, full flaring flower glows with a richness that 
makes one call it a red, rather than a black Iris. The color is 
actually close to port -wine but a shade darker. A choice red 
Iris. $35.00 

OUR BONUS PLANTS 
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(SEE INSTRUCTIONS) 
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Sp«iat 'J'U4- ~'4t- of older Garden Favorites 
Many of these Iris are as good as any in commerce today, but our catalog isn't big enough to give full descriptions on 
all varieties we grow. 

MAKE YOUR OWN COLLECTIONS 

IRIS LISTED BELOW ARE $1.00 EACH - - - - 3 of one voriety $2.25 - - - - 10 varieties for $6.50 

AU BURN - Coppery, autumn red. E - M 36" 
BEL-AIR--Large, medium blue violet. 32" 
BUCKTHORN BROWN--Glistening Brown, blue violet· blaze 

E 36" 
CLOUD CASTLE --Ruffled wisteria blue. E- M 37" 
DANUBE WAVE--Rich marine blue. 
DAPHNE PINK -Large self of light crushed strawberry. 32" 
DIXIE BELLE-Ruffled white, yellow beard. 36" 
EXTRAVAGANZA-- White & deep red violet amoena. VL 36" 
GRADUATION BALL- Pastel pink, pale tangerine beard. 

36" 
HELEN McGREGOR -- Light blue. M-L 36". Dykes Medal '49 
HI - TIME - Golden apricot, tangerine beard. 
KEENE VALLEY -Lovely ruffled blue, blue Iris. M 40" 
LADY MOHR - Oyster and chartreuse onco bred. E 36" 
LAKE TE NAY A - Ruffled medium blue. M 42" 
LILAC LANE - Pink toned lilac self. M 36" 

LOTHARIO-Light blue and dark purple bi-color. 
MRS. DOUGLAS PATTISON -Cornflower blue. M 36" 
NEW SNOW -Ruffled snow white. M-L 36" 
PIERRE MENARD--Medium toned hyacinth blue. M 36" 
RANGER - Rich and very dark crimson red. L 34" 
ROSE GOLD -- Rich blend of golden rose. 36" 
RUSSET WINGS-Gold, copper and apricot blend. M 36" 
SKY RANGER-Heavily ruffled medium blue. M 54" 
SONG OF SONGS - Lace edged, gold banded white. E-M 36" 
SPRING ROMANCE - Huge creamy white, orange beard. 42" 
SPRINGTIME MADONNA - Pale creamy yellow edged in gold. 
TOBACCO ROAD -- Beautiful tobacco brown self. M 34" 
TOURNAMENT QUEEN--Enchanting, two shades of fuchsia. 

36" 
VIGIL - Very free flowering white. E- M 36" 
WHITE RUFFLES--Large, beautifully ruffled white. M 60" 

IRIS LISTED BELOW ARE 75, each - - - - 3 of one variety $1.65 - - - - 10 varieties for $5.00 

ADORN ME NT -- Medium violet with blue beard. 30" 
ALDURA- Huge blue and white plicata. 36" 
ALADDIN'S WISH-- Very large porcelain blue. M 36" 
ARAB CHIEF--Rich burnt orange color. VL 36" 
ARCADIA BUTTERCUP -Deep yellow with satiny sheen. 

M 36" 
BALI BELLE --Yellow and red brown plicata. 30" 
BLUE VALLEY --A near true blue Iris M-L 36" 
BRYCE CANYON--Warm henna copper self. M-L 38" 
BURGUNDY ROSE - Large, ruffled, dark amethyst. 35" 
BURNING DRIFTWOOD -A blend of blues, violets and gold. 

36" 
CARABELLA-Large salmon pink, matching beard. E-L 36" 
CHAMOIS- Uniform beige tan, yellow beard. M 34" 
CHANTILLY - Very crinkled pale orchid pink. M 36" 
CHIVALRY--Medium blue. M-L 36". Dykes Medal '47 
COURTIER - Deep flamingo pink, tangerine beard. M 36" 
DAYBREAK --Large, golden pink blend. M 36" 
DESERT SONG- Very light golden tan. E-M 40" 
EL PASO-Rich golden brown. 
EL TIGRITO-- Buff yellow and brown plicata. 32" 
ESQUIRE - Uniform blue purple. M 42" 
FORT KNOX -- Uniform rich yellow. Tender. 
GARDEN GLORY -- Rich Bordeaux red, dark beard. M- L 33" 
GOLD BROCADE-Sparkling golden yellow. 40" 
GOOD NEWS-Glistening golden brown. M 33" 
GREAT LAKES--Clear light blue self. M 36". Dykes Medal 

'42 

GR EC IAN RO BE - Creamy white, bordered gold. M 40" 
GREEN PASTURES--Chartreuse yellow. M 44" 
GYPSY ROSE --Antique rose, blue blaze. M- L 38" 
INSPIRATION-Deep rich rose. 38" 
KATHERINE FAY--Large pure white. 36" 
KING'S JESTER - White and rose- maroon plicata. M 38" 
LYNN LANGFORD- Charming, deep orchid pink. M 36" 
MEXICO-Gold and red brown bi-color. VL 36" 
MICHILLINDA--Shell pink and dark rose plicata. 36" 
MISTY GOLD--Ruffled lemon yellow and ivory. M-L 33" 
MULBERRY ROSE - Self of deep rose purple. M 40" 
PAINTED DESERT--Honey brown blend, shot lavender. 44" 
PEG DEBAGH -Clear blue violet. E 38" 
PINK CAMEO -- Translucent cameo pink. E- M 36" 
RODEO-- Yellow and buckskin brown plicata. M 36" 
SABLE-Glistening, very dark violet. E-M 37" 
SAN PASQUAL--Violet carmine bi-color. VE 36" 
SEA LARK-- Violet blue flushed deep purple. M 36" 
SHERIFFA-- Iridescent purple. Onco blood. M 36" 
SILVER CHARM-Silver blue marked purple. VE 30" 
SNOW FLURRY-Ice white faintly fluched blue. E-M 40" 
SOLID MAHOGANY --Mahogany red self. M 38" 
SPINDRIFT -Sea shell pink, tangerine beard. M 36" 
THE RED DOUGLAS - Rosy wine red. M- L 38". Dykes Medal 

'41 
TWILIGHT SKY--Clear pink, tangerine beard. 36" 

IRIS LISTED BELOW ARE 60, each - - - - 3 of one variety $1.25 - - - - 10 varieties for $3.95 

AZURE SKIES - Ruffled pale blue, white beard. M-L 36" 
BERKELEY GOLD--Rich, solid yellow M-L 36" 
BLACK BANNER--Deep blue purple. L 36" 
BLUE RIVER - Large, smooth medium blue. VE 36" 
BLUE SHIMMER -- Heavily marked blue & white plicata. M 39" 
BRAZIL-Red orange blend. E-M 40" 
BRONZED COPPER-A metallic copper blend. 30" 
CHINA MAID--Pink, lilac and golden bronze blend. E-M 36" 
CLOTH OF GOLD -Deep yellow self, orange beard. M 38" 
CONFETTI -- White and rosy pink plicata. E - M 38" 
DEEP VELVET--Rich red violet, bronze beard. M-L 36" 
DESERT SANDS--Clear, deep olive buff. 30" 
DISTANCE -Silvery light blue self. M 33" 
FLORA ZENOR-Cameo pink shading deeper rose. E-M 40" 
GOLDEN CLOUD--Primrose standards, white falls. E-M 36" 
GOLDEN EAGLE--Smooth golden yellow. E-M 38" 
GRACE MOHR--Lavender violet, deeper veining. 36" 
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GRAND CANYON-Bronzy plum blend. 36" 
GYPSY --Copper gold and chestnut brown variegata. L 38" 
GYPSY BARON -- White and mulberry purple rlicata. E- M 40" 
HARRIET THOREAU--Orchid pink self. 38' 
LOVE AFFAIR-Rosy pink plicata. M 34" 
MAGIC CARPET --Creamy buff and rose red plicata. M- L 33" 
MASTER CHARLES--Rich, flaring mulberry. M 38" 
MELITZA-Pale ivory flushed pink. M 38" 
MINNIE COLQUITT --White and deep wine plicata. 36" 
MOONLIGHT MADONNA-Shimmering, lemon ice self. M 36" 
MOUNTAIN SKY -Sky blue with yellow beard. E 36" 
NANTUCKET-- Velvety ruby red bi-tone. 36" 
NIGHTFALL --Rich, velvety pansy purple. M 36" 
NOEL --White suffused cream, gold beard. 36" 
ORMOHR--Gray lavender veined violet. 38" 
OVERTURE - Flamingo pink, tangerine beard. 

(List continued next page) 



PATRICE --Cream and rosy brown plicata, M 38" 
PINK LACE --Ruffled rosalind pink, tangerine beard. 
PINK RUFFLES--Lilac pink, heavily ruffled. 27" 
REMEMBRANCE--Large light pink & yellow blend. M-L 
ROCKET - Pronounced orange tones, M 36" 
ROSE PEARL--Pink bi-color, reblooms. 38" 
THE ADMIRAL--lntense medium blue, M-L 36" 

38" 

THREE CHEERS--Pale violet and dark blue violet bi-color. 
M 40" 

THREE OAKS-Mellow pink and copper blend, M 36" 
THREE SISTERS--Pale cream & red violet amoena. E-M 34" 
TIFFANY - Yellow and rosy red plicata. M 34" 
WABASH--White and deep violet amoena, M 36", Dykes 

Medal '40 

/I~ 1'U4 - ONCO and REG ELIA 
Unless you have grown these unusual and exotic hybrids, you_ ar~ missin.g one of the bigg~st thr~lls in gardening. If 
you would like something really different, sample th~se ".aneties for a new adventure 1? _horticulture, They take 
less water and thrive well in dry hot climates, The foliage 1s poor but the blooms are magmhcent. 

BAL TIS (White '48) 36" 
A very rich deep violet. Flowers are larger than most in 

this group. Useful for cutting. H.M. '48. $ ,75 
BED TIME (White '39) E. 24" 

Brown, with heavy violet overlay, heavily veined in 
purple. $ , 75 
BEISAN AGA (White '54) M. 28" 

A huge blend in dark grayish violet, heavily washed and 
streaked with black with a black signal patch and brown beard. 
Style crests light maroon. $10.00 net 
BELADI (White) 

Globular 5" flowers of lavender color veined purple. Black 
signal patch. $1.00 

·~ OWN COLLECTION OF ARILBREDS ~ ~ MAKE Y_OUR ADD - 50% more free 
EXAMPLE - buy S4.00, select S2.00 extra free. 

Do not include items marked "Net" in amount to 
determine bonus. 

BRILLIG (White) E. 24" 
Creamy yellow background, heavily veined in purple, Dark 

signal patch adds accent note. $ ,75 
CAPITOLA (Reinelt '40) V.E. 28" 

Big globular flowers in soft shades of red violet. A 
standa;d breeder. A.M. '50. $ ,75 
COGETTE (White) 24" 

Rosy purple covered with .minute veinings. Dark signal 
patch at the end of the broad yellow beard. $ ,60 
ENCHANTED (White '44) E. 32" 

A large, tall oncobred flower done in mulberry, black and 
brown. A striking black signal patch at the end of the brown 
beard. $ ,75 
JALLAH EFFENDI (White '52) 

An impressive oncobred with standards of a clear yellow 
green with delicate mahogany veins, red splashed. Its falls are 
yellow, red veined around the mustard yellow beard, and 
purple splashed. $3.50 
KISH (White '47) 18" to 20" 

A beautiful Iris, background almost white, but so heavily 
veined and dotted with violet as to appear almost mauve. The 
deep maroon signRl patch adds charm, $ .60 
MOZO (White '38) E. 30" 

Outstanding in the oncobred group 
the flower is creamy yellow and both 
strikingly veined in bronze red. 
MUST APHA (White '40) 

of Iris; ground color of 
standards and falls are 

$ ,60 

The maroon falls flare, which is rather exceptional for an 
oncobred. It has a small velvety signal patch and its standards 
are taupe grey and lavender. $ .60 
MYOMY (White '47) E.M. 24" 

Petals white, faintly tinged pink, neatly edged on the falls. 
This flower has a sharply pointed mulberr)'. signal patch_ at the 
end of its yellow beard. Style crests frilled and lacmated, 
lilac rose. $ • 75 
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NEAR EAST (White '39) V.E. 24" 
Light yellow, marbled and ove~laid with_ maroon do!s _in f~ne 

lines. Reminds one of the beautiful colorings and d1stmctive 
texture of a Persian rug. $1.00 
NELSON OF HILLY (White '41) E.M. 18" 

A small dainty flower which is lovely as a cut flower. 
Standards are most delicately tinted with bluish lavender. Next 
come the warm, peach toned styles and then the beautiful falls 
which started at the haft with the idea of being horizontal and 
then changed their mind midway and turned downward showing 
the beautifully peppered surface of cream dotted with cinnamon 
and pure le. $ , 75 
OYE Z (White '38) E. 28" 

No other oncobred is quite so bizarre. The ground color is 
off white, but over all there is a magic like veining in bold red 
purple. Falls are firm and slightly flaring. Hardy. A.M. '41. $1.00 
PESHAWAR (Schreiner '37) V.E. 18" to 24" 

A rich brown purple Iris veined and dotted a deeper shade. 
The charm of this flower is its dusting of silver grey like a 
morning dew. $ .60 
PRESENT (White '41) E. 32" 

An exquisite flower of firm substance. The b9:ckgr~mnd is a 
delicate pink tint, lightly veined and dotted with v10let and 
accented by a velvety rose signal patch at the base of the 
beard. Hardy. A.M. '49. $ .75 
SARDIS I (White '46) 12" to 15" 

A charming medium sized flower of lilac violet, lightly 
penciled and having a dark red purple signal patch. $ , 75 
SARDIS II (White) 

The coloring of this Iris is identical with that of Sardis I 
with the exception that the vein and dotting is much heavier 
and darker in color. $ • 75 
SOME LOVE (White '38) E. 20" 

One of the most delicately beautiful Iris we know. The ground 
color is oyster white, covered with minute dots and very fine 
veins of grey purple. Round flaring falls. A.M. '40. $1.00 
SUSAN OF HILLY (White '43) E.M. 24" 

The darling of the onco group; a dainty flower. with_ stand_ards 
of pale violet, falls are very pale yellow with hght v10let 
shades, and a deep violet signal patch. Citron yellow styles 
add to the beauty. $ .75 
WESTWAYS (White '36) M. 18" 

A surprising little oncobred that is flat, tiny and decorative. 
Standards are pale lilac, nearly white in center, spreading out 
horizontally. Falls are deep lilac, sharply curved under. Beard 
is whitish tipped orange. $ ,60 
WILLIAM MOHR (Mohr -Mitchell '25) E.M. 30" 

The father of the MOHR Iris. A huge, exotic lavender 
closely knitted all over with a fine purple vein. Grow this Iris 
in the highest and best drained area you have in your garden. 

$ .75 
Y AR KAND (White '48) V.E. 24" 

A strangely beautiful oncobred, which harks back strongly 
to its onco ancestry. A medley of violets, with an almost black 
beard and signal patch. It is perfectly hardy even in cold 
climates. H.M. '48. $ .75 
YOUNG APRIL (White '38) E. 12" 

As a cut flower it is indeed a gem. The standards are a 
white violet rather distinctively veined and the falls are deep 
violet and veined a blackish purple, flushed with brown. $ .75 
YUSSUF (White '42) E. 30" 

Odd, but interesting, is this large flowered variety of rose 
purple, heavily splashed with strong yellow. $ ,75 
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~ 'J,z,ta - Miniatures - Dwarfs - Intermediates 
The booming popularity of these tiny treasures is evidence of their desirability. We have made five groupings 
ranging from the tiny dwarfs up to the intermediate table Iris, These are the answer to the flower arranger's dream, 
Perfect small flowers on wiry stems directly in proportion to their taller relatives, They have a definite charm in 
the garden in that spot where you want something small but special or in the border, 

MINIATURE DWARF BEARDED IRIS 

ABLAZE (Welch '56) E-5". 
A fiery, bright little variegata with a bright orange beard. 

H. M. '56. $2.00 net 
APRIL MORN (Welch '51) EE. 3". 

Pale flax blue self; tiny, well formed and floriferous, 
Caparne Award '54. $1.00 
APRIL SHOWER (Marx '55) E-M 6". 

Domed lavender blue standards and 
light purple with lavender border and 
beard. Blossoms are large and ruffled. 
8ALKANA 6" 

semi- flaring falls of 
a pronounced yellow 

$ .75 

Large deep purple flowers; beard orange, tipped white , Ex-
cellent form with domed standards and flaring falls. $ .60 
BLACK BABY (Sass '55) E. 6" - 8". 

A dark black purple, nicely proportioned flaring flower, 
$1.50 

BLARNEY E-6". 
Olive green blend. $ • 75 

BLAZON (Welch '52) EE. 7". 
Very dark maroon self with brilliant gold beard. Wonderful 

form and substance, Caparne Award '55. $1,00 
BLUE BAND (Cook '50) EE. 6". 

Soft blue violet; early and free flowering. H. M. '52. $1.00 

MAKE YOUR OWN COLLECTION OF MEDIANS 
ADD - 50% more free 

EXAMPLE - buy $4.00, select $2.00 extra free, 
Do not include items marked "Net" in amount to 
determine bonus. 

BLUE MIDGE (Marx '55) EM-6". 
This nice lavender blue self is different. Very large, semi-

flaring flowers come in early mid-season, $ .75 
BLUE SPOT (Welch '53) EE-5". 

A pert little neglecta with standards of light blue, falls 
dark blue with lighter blue border. White beard. $2.00 
BRIGHT SPOT (Welch '55) E-7". 

$3.00 A bright orange yellow self with orange beard. 
BUTCH (Welch '53) E-6". 

A dark red purple self with white beard. Excellent form with 
domed standards and flaring falls. $ , 75 
CHERRY SPOT (Welch '56) E-7". 

Standards white; cherry red falls with a white border. White 
beard. H. M. '56. $2,50 
CRETICA (Collected Atchley '29) EE-4". 

Pumila species that may have a different inheritance pattern 
than other pumilas, Pinkish mauve coloring with a lilac beard. 

$1.50 
CUP AND SAUCER (Welch '51) 5". 

Mahog,iny red purple self with a yellow beard. Flaring 
saucer - fike falls and cupped standards. $ • 75 
DIRTY FACE (Welch '55) EE-5". 

A spinach green self. $1.50 
DIXMUDE 8". 

Smooth blue purple with black purple falls. $ .60 
DREAM CHILD (Welch '55) E-7". 

Standards are very pale blue; falls are yellow bordered pale 
blue with a blue beard. H. M. '56, $2.00 
FIRST CALL (Jonas '55) E-10". 

Standards are pale cream; falls glistening lilac. Beard is 
clear light lemon. $2.00 
GAY LASSIE (Welch '55) E-7". 

White standards and falls yellow bordered white with white 
beard. $2.50 
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GOLDEN CARPET (Marx '55) M-6". 
Deepest yellow, and so miniature, The flowers are diminu-

tive and daintr., $1.00 
INCHALONG (P. Cook '53) E-4". 

A yellow bi - tone with barium yellow standards and citron 
yellow falls. White beard liqhtly tipped lemon, $ 1.00 
LAVENDER DAWN (Welch 53) E-5". 

A lilac lavender self with a lavender beard; a new color 
break in dwarfs. The first mellita hybrid. $ , 75 
LITTLE JOE (Welch '56) E-6". 

Deepest violet black self, bronze beard. 
LITTLE MOHEE (Grapes '53) EE-5". 

$4.00 

A new and delightful blended brown bi-tone. Standards 
light brown; falls chestnut brown with a narrow border of yel
low. H. M. '54. Dwarf awa~d of special merit '56. $2.00 
LITTLE VILLIAN (Welch '54). EE-6½" 

A pure white beard on a dark black v'iolet self of solid color 
No haft markings. Domed standards and almost horizontal falls. 
Dwarf award of special merit '56. $1.50 
OLIVE EVA (Christensen '50) 8". 

Olive self shaded plum; an unusual effect; fragrant. H. M. 
'51. $1.00 
PAM (Marx '51) 8". 

Creamy white standards and sulphur yellow falls. A mass of 
blooms on established plants. $ .60 
PRIMUS (Welch '50) E-5"-6". 

Brilliant, deep yellow standards and deep mahogany red 
falls edged yellow. Caparne award '51. $1.00 
PROMISE (Cook '52) 4" to 6". 

The first approach to pink in dwarfs. A pearly mauve pink 
with wide, rounded, flaring falls beautifully ruffled. H. M. '52. 

RED DART (Marx '55) 8". 
$1.00 

This is a deep wine red with a lively orange beard and with 
a delicious fragrance of grapes. $1.00 
RED GEM (Welch '56) E-7½" 

Near oxblood red self with falls slightly bordered; lavender 
beard. H. M. '56. $2.50 net 
ROSE MIST (Sass '31) 5"-8". 

Soft mauve pink with darker falls; yellowish white beard 
and style arms ribbed with blue shading to pink. $ .60 
SPARKLING EYES (Welch '54) E-7". 

Standards pure white and falls blue violet with white border. 
White beard; wide flaring falls. A miniature Wabash, Caparne 
Award '56. $2.50 
STYLISH (Welch '51) 8". 

Brilliant petunia purple self with blue beard, Beautiful form 
with domed standards and flaring falls. H. M. '52. $1.00 
SULINA (Schreiner, not registered) 4½". 

A blue violet self with darker signal patch near the lilac 
blue beard. A true pumila specie, $1.50 
TAMPA (Cook '36) 6", 

A bright red with slender wiry stems, A very red dwarf. 
H. M. '38. $ .60 
TAR BABY 8". 

A very dark red violet with overtones of black. 
TEDDY BEAR (Marx '56) L-6" 

$ ,60 

A most unusual blend, the standards are light olive with 
scattered violet markings; the satiny falls are deep violet 
with a narrow brown e·dge. Yellow beard, $1.00 
VER I-GAY (Welch '53) EE 5"-6". 

A tiny, bright true variegata; standards are deep bright yel
low and the falls are reddish with gold border; orange beard. 
Dwarf Blue Ribbon Award '56. Caparne Award '56. $1.50 
WEE TURQUE (Streibich '55) EE-4½", 

A bi- color whose closed standards are turquoise green and 
whose falls are soft purple with a white beard. Of pure pumila 
parentage, $2.00 
WINSOME (Marx '55) E-M 6". 

A winsome color combination of pale blue and violet with a 
white beard. $1.00 



STANDARD DWARF BEARDED IRIS 

BARIA (Cook '51) E-12". 
A beautiful little Iris with light yellow petals which are 

slightly waved. $ .75 
BRITE (P. Cook '55) E-11". 

White tinged cream with green cast around white beard. 
H. M. '57. $2.00 
DARK STAR (G. Douglas '55) E-12". 

A blue purple self with a beard of the same color. $1.50 
FAIRY FLAX (Cook '51) EE-11". 

A beautifully formed clear flax blue with a white beard. 
H. M. '51. $ .75 
GARNET TREASURE (Douglas '53) M- L 10" 

Standards are light wine red while the falls are deep garnet, 
bordered in wine. $1.50 
GREEN SPOT (P. Cook '51) E-12". 

Fine, off white with a half inch spot of bright green in the 
falls. Spreading horizontal falls. H. M. '51. $1.00 
HAPPY THOUGHT (Douglas '53) M-10". 

Lovely, soft sulphur yellow self; very floriferous and the 
color is lovely. Fragrant. $1.50 
HELEN'S CHILD (G. Douglas '55) E. 8"-12". 

A beautiful light blue self. $1.50 
LILLIPUT (Douglas '53) ML-15" 

A ruffled blue violet with a blue spot on the falls and a 
white beard. Ruffled, flaring flowers. Fragrant. $1.00 
MERRY MAKER (G. Douglas '53) L. 8". 

A deep magnolia purple self with a bright orange beard. 
$1.50 

PAGAN MIDGET (Douglas '53) ML-12". 
A dark red purple with a very conspicuous light blue beard. 

Fragrant and one of the very last to bloom. $1.50 
PICTURE YELLOW (Douglas '54) E-10" 

Delightful and different, this two - toned yellow Iris when it 
first opens is a bi- tone with standards lighter than the falls. 
The standards become almost white as the flower develops, 
giving the effect of a yellow amoena, $1.50 
PIGMY GOLD (Douglas '53) ML-10". 

The color of this little Iris is bright chrome with very vel-
vety flaring falls; good form and habit. Fragrant. $1.00 
SMALL WONDER (Douglas '54) E-12". 

A clear medium light blue self of Helen McGregor parentage. 
Free flowering and delightful. H. M. ' 57. $1.50 
SNOW MAIDEN (Chadwick '35) 12". 

A pure white of excellent substance and very fragrant.$ .60 
TINKERBELL (Douglas '54) E-12". 

A neat flaring blue with a deeper blue in the center of the 
falls. Beautifully ruffled. H. M. '57. $1.50 
WHITONE (Welch '53) E-7". 

A new, near white with the standards white and the falls 
with an infusion of chartreuse yellow. $1.50 
YELLOW BANTAM (Jonas '55) E. 9"-11". 

A bright lemon chrome self of nice form, $1.50 

MINIATURE TAl.L BEARDED IRIS 

ANGELITA (Alice White '49) 19". 
A dainty plicata with the form of a Siberian Iris; creamy 

white with blue stitching. $1.00 
BUNTING (Williamson) 30". 

Small pale violet flowers on branched stems. $ .60 
DAYSTAR (Williamson '41) 22". 

Recessive white bright orange beard that breeds dormant. 
' $ .75 

STYLOSA IRIS 
This hardy species of Iris blooms from Nov. 1st 

through the winter and has glossy, green grass-like 
foliage. It multiplies rapidly and makes an ideal edg
ing or border about 18 inches in height. Shipment 
August 15 to November I. 

STYLOSA BISCRA 
A low, grassy, blue-green foliage which rises rather 

large and fragrant blossoms. 

STYLOSA MARGINATA 
These slightly wider leaves are a glossy green 

with larger flowers of a more intense violet. 

PR ICES: 75¢ each • 3 for $ 1.50 • 12 for $3.50. 
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GAJUS (C & K '06) 20". 
One of the best of this class; bright yellow with rust vein

ing in the falls. 
$1.00 

KINGLET (Williamson '34) 25". 
Golden yellow flowers with good form and an elfin quality. 

$ .75 
PEWEE (Williamson '34) 17". 

A perfect gem of a tiny pure white flower on graceful well 
branched stems. $ .60 
SHERWIN-WRIGHT (Kohankie '15) 23". 

A cute little yellow sprite of fine color and form. 
SISKIN (Williamson) 26' . 

$ .60 

This, like PEWEE, has a very small flower which in this 
case is light yellow. $ .60 
SMARTY PANTS (Alice White '49) 16". 

As the name implies, it is a bold little rascaf. Prou? of its 
red veined falls, its sunny yellow standards beam hke the 
smile on the face of a little boy with a fancy new pair of pants. 
SPRING SPRITE (Kellogg '41) 24". $ .75 

A pastel variegata, light yellow standards and pale blue 
falls. $1.00 
TOM TIT (Bliss '19) 22". 

A dark blue violet which is good in every way. 
TWO FOR TEA (Williamson '48) 20". 

$ .75 

A lovely soft lilac flower, excellent for flower arrangements. 
It also blooms in the fall. $ ,60 
WARBLER (Williamson '35) 24". 

Plants are very floriferous, bearing a host of small yellow 
flowers. $ .60 
WIDGET (Williamson '43) 17". 

The best of the plicatas in this class. Standards are white, 
speckled deep lavender; falls edged and peppered in the same 
tones. The beard is blue white. $ .75 
ZINGARA (Williamson '28) L-15" 

A bright orange yellow variegata with reddish falls and 
orange yellow standards. $ .75 

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED IRIS 

AUTUMN QUEEN (H. Sass '26) 12". 
A pure w/iite Iris with a pure white beard. Blooms both 

spring and fall. $ .60 
CLOUD FLUFF (Greenlee '55) E-18". 

A handsome, wide and ruffled white with a white beard. 
$5.00 

LITTLE SHADOW (G. Douglas '53) EM-12". 
A self deep blue violet with the beard in the same color. 

$ .75 
BORDER BEARDED IRIS 

BLACK FOREST (Schreiner '45) L 26". 
A chic flower done in a gleaming blue black with a match-

ing beard. Fragrant and floriferous, A. M. '48. $1.00 
CHEWINK (Williamson '37) M. 18". 

A charming miniature in silky light lavender blue with a 
prominent rellow beard. Flaring falls. $ .60 
PAL TEC (Hill} E-M 18". 

A small, dainty, pale sky blue self of rare beauty. $1.00 
SANDYSON (Alice White '53) 28" 

Sandyson is a little charmer, with purple peppering over 
cream buff ground. Perfect form and branching. $1.00 
TITMOUSE (Williamson '34) 28". 

Amber cream spattered and edged with violet. $ .60 

DO YOU WANT A LOOK BEHIND THE CURTAIN? 

We have long wanted to expand our catalog to in
clude additional interesting items for your garden and 
and finally upon the insistence of many of our cus· 
tomers, we plan on listing in our next catalog: Roses, 
Hardy Hibiscus, Perennial border Phlox, Dahlias, 
Chrysanthemums, Amaryllis and many other summer 
flowering bulbs. 



L~ '7,u4, 
This delightful group of Iris lends itself exceedingly well to flower arrangement, Their graceful stems and clean 

lines give them a purity of form that can be used to great advantage in modern design. 
The colors range from purest white through pastel pinks, orchids, and lavenders, to rose, coral, soft yellows, 

rust, and copper, blues of every shade, rich dark reds, and even black purples - many !,trikingly marked with signal 
patches in shades of yellow to orange, 

Best of all, these charmers are easy to grow; they need only good garden care, Given a rich soil with plenty of 
humus and liberal supplies of water prior to and during the blooming season, these Iris will amply reward you with 
a profusion of exotic blooms, 

ACCENTS DARK (MacMillan) 36" 
Large black purple flowers of flaring form and good sub -

stance are borne in profusion on sturdy stems, $1.00 
AMETHYST STAR (DuBose '56) M.L. 36" 

Warm rosy amethyst in color; petals as broad as the sepals 
make this a full rounded flower whose heart is illuminated by a 
radiant six pointed star of gold. $5.00 net 
ANGEL FARE (Mathews) 36" 

A large mallow pink self of pleasing flat form whose 
beautifully placed flowers are produced in abundance, $ 1.00 
AUTUMN LIGHTS (MacMillan) 

A mixture of violet red on a gold background, $ 1.00 
BAYOU VERMILLION (Debaillon-Dormon) 18" to 24" 

This crimson Abbeville is considered by some to be the 
best red in that group and it is widely used for hybridizing. 

$1.50 
BAZETIE (Collected by Small '31) 

The small flaring flowers are bright henna red, $ • 75 
BRIARWOOD PUNCH (Conger '50) E. 36" 

A sprit1htly blend of rose red and gold gives this floriferous 
variety a punch" in any garden. $ .75 
CAMERON WHITE (Cornay '47) 36" 

A huge white of flaring form and heavy substance, A 
dependable bloomer, $1.50 
CANDLES (C. Dormon '51) 24" 

Broad amaranth - red petals and sepals contrast sharply with 
the picric yellow style arms and a vivid yellow signal patch to 
give an unusual and attractive flower. $1.00 
CAROGINIA (Conger '50) 36" 

Cameo pink petals with sepals a deep cream veined with 
dahlia carmine, Graceful, flaring form, $1.00 
CAROLINE DORMON (R. Dormon '43) 36" 

A flower with a heart of gold blending subtly into the soft 
rose red of the gracefully flaring petals and sepals. $1. 00 

--~·!CJIEC30CJl:~~iiE3lt~~:l!C::ICf" ~ - ~ 

Q MAKE YOUR OWN COLLECTION OF LOUISIANAS W, 
ii, ADD - 50% more free li\ 
~ EXAMPLE - buy $4.00, select $2.00 extra free. ~ 

~ Do not include items marked "Net" in amount to f'.I 
iJ d . b ;y !f: et ermine onus, ~ 
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CORAL ISLES (R. Dormon) 30" 
Large flowers of amber and rosy pink, Flowers are large and 

flat, $ 1.00 
DAINTY LASS (C. Dormon '53) M. 30" 

A sprightly rose pink; all of its seir,nents uplifted. $1.50 
DEL TA TREASURE (Mathews '47) 34' 

This large flower of Abbeville extraction has flat over -
lapping segments of buff yellow, $2.00 
DIXIE DUSK (Mathews '52) 

An intense violet self with an inner glow; flaring form.$3.00 
EVENTIDE (C. Dormon) 40" 

Large, lavender blue flowers with broad petals which are 
flat and flaring and they have good substance. Good branching. 

$3.50 net 
FAIRY CHALICE (R. Dormon) 36" 

A large bi - color in which the sepals are amaranth and the 
petals are rich cream with an amaranth line down the middle. 
It has a lovely chalice form, $1.00 
FOXGLOVE BELLS (C. Dormon) 

A lovely flower in shades of lavender and pink. Not large 
but different, as the flowers are campanulate when first 
opened, $ 1.00 
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GAY DECEIVER (Clark '50) M. 22" 
This Iris with large, flat, ruffled flowers is an appealing 

blend of rose, gold, pink, buff and apricot, $1.50 
GAY ONE (Mathews '51) 30" 

A bi - color of pale yellow petals and rose violet sepals. 
Sepals have a brilliant golden signal fatch. $1.50 
GRETNA (Debaillon- Dormon '43) 36' 

This bewitching violet blue provides just the contrast 
needed for some of the lighter varieties. A huge flower. $ • 60 
HAILE SELASSIE (MacMillan '43) L. 30" 

Another of the "Abbeville-Red" Iris of a velvety blackish 
purple color with a sharply defined gold signal patch. Blooms 
freely. $ .60 
HEADLIGHTS (Dormon) 

Enormous 7" flowers of rich dark red, with a huge bright 
yellow signal in all six segments,. $2.00 net 

HOMACHITTO (Debaillon-Dormon '43) 34" 
A deep burgundy red Abbeville self. 

JEUNE FILLE (Debaillon- Dormon '43) 30" 
$2.25 

Lovely frilled pure white flowers of medium size, dainty and 
charming. Of giganti - caerulea form. Yellow crest. $ 1.00 
KRAEMER YELLOW (Kraemer '43) E. 34" 

A soft sulphur yellow with green style arms, Of easy culture 
and flaring form. $1. 00 
LINDA LEACH (MacMillan '49) 36" 

Graceful wild orchid pink with 7" blooms, 
MAGNOLIA PETAL (Debaillon '43) 30" 

A large, firm, cream colored flower with 
crest. An excellent flower for cutting and 
effective garden grouping, 
MARY S. DEBAILLON (Dormon '43) 30" 

$1.50 

a bright yellow 
very useful in 

$1.25 

Often three huge flowers of golden crested, rosy lavender 
and orchid are open at one time. Spectacular. Mary Sword 
Debaillon Award 1948. $ • 75 
MELLOW GLEAM (R. Dormon) 30" 

Veined terra- cotta over a buff-yellow ground, this Iris has 
a glowing salmon effect from a distance. $ .75 
OPAL DUSK (Debaillon - Dormon '49) 30" 

An exquisitely formed, flat flower with broad segments of 
roseate lilac and mauve. $1.00 
PERSIAN PINK (Dormon '51) 24" 

A bi- tone with firm flowers of sea pink and Persian pink. 
$2.50 

PINK CAPRICE (DuBose '55) E. 36" 
A delightful shade of warm flesh pink with a pale golden 

signal. As charming in form as in color. H.M. '55. $3.00 
REFLECTED LIGHT (MacMillan '43) 30" 

A soft chamois buff "Abbeville" with characteristic heavy 
substance and long lasting qualities. $ 1.00 
RH UMBA (Shehee - Dormon '46) 36'' 

Large creamy flowers heavily reticulated with orchid veining. 
An extremely vigorous grower, $1.00 
RICH HARVEST (C. Dormon '51) 28" 

A true Abbeville in form, Petals rosy lavender with darker 
central veining; sepals of a strongly contrasting dark red 
purple with a brilli'ant orange signal patch. $ .75 
ROSE OF ABBEYVILLE (C. Dormon '50) 30" 

The large 6" flowers are quite ruffled; the form is flat with 
broad overlapping segments. The color is a soft rose. Has a 
triangular signal patch. H.C. '51. $1.50 net 
ROYAL GEM (Smith '50) 

An intense red - violet with a triangular signal patch of 
bright gold on the sepals. Firm substance; velvet sheen, Mary 
Sword Debaillon Award '52. $2.00 
ROYAL HIGHNESS (Debaillon- Dormon '46) 36" 

Intense blue violet flowers, accented by tiny orange signal 
patches, are borne on tall stalks. $ .75 



RUTH MARSALIS (Debaillon -Dorman '43) 38" 
A soft blue which is deservedly popular. Flower stems are 

tall and should be used in the background. $ .75 
SAUCY MINX (C. Dorman '50) 34" 

A perky blend of rose and copper; tops for arrangements. 
Mary Sword Debaillon Award '54. $1.25 
SPRING DAYS (Debaillon-Dormon) 36" 

Graceful grey- blue flowers of flaring form, slightly reticu
lated with darker blue, Greenish haft, no signal patch. Blooms 
for a long time, $ • 75 
STARRY NIGHT (Dorman) 30" 

A black violet self, suggestive of the darkest night, with a 
single star of gold in the center. $1.00 

MARY S. DEBAILLON AWARDS OF HONOR 
1948 - Mary S. Debaillon 1953 - Violet Ray 
1949-Bayou Sunset 1954-Saucy Minx 
1950- Caddo 1955 -The Kahn 
1951- Cherry Bounce 1956- Wood Violet 
1952-Royal Gem 1957-Blue Chip 

SUNNY (Smith '50) E. 34" 
A rich yellow self of flaring form, floriferous and well 

branched. Wonderful for flower arrangements, $ • 75 
THE KAHN (C. Dorman '50) 34" 

Absolutely tops for dark Louisianas, Velvety black violet 
flowers of amazing size and substance flaunt hu~e, golden 
orange signal patches, Mary Sword Debaillon Award. 55. $2.00 
UPSTART (Dormon '52) 36" 

Clear carmine red with a bright yellow signal patch. Out-
standing! H.M. '56. $2.50 
VIOLET RAY (C. Dorman '50) 36" 

Huge light violet with a spectacular cream signal patch 
raying out in the sepals. Flowers have a flat form; very broad 
and very firm segments, Mary Sword Debaillon Award '53. $2.50 
WHEELHORSE (C. Dorman) 40" 

The broad and rounded petals of this very large, brickish 
red iris are flat and flaring. The substance is extra good, 

$3.50 net 
WOOD VIOLET (R. Dormon '51) 22" 

An intense dark blue self of exceptionally clear color, One 
of the bluest Iris known, Its low growth and dainty foliage 
make it an excellent foreground subject. $1.00 

Spurias require very little care, and can be left in a permanent location, so should be given room in which to_ 
grow. They thrive in full sun, or partial shade, and do best if kept well watered in the early spring and throughout' 
the blooming season. We recommend planting in the fall. KEEP VERY MOIST UNTIL ESTABLISHED. Perfectly 
hardy, they are worthwhile additions to any garden, Spurias bloom at the same time as the late flowering bearded Iris, 

AZURE DAWN (Nies 1941) 52" 
A pale blue- lavender flower with a pale yellow signal 

patch. $ .75 
BLUE DISPLAY (Nies 1947) 

A medium blue with a yellow signal patch. Excellent grower 
and floriferous. $1.00 
BRONZSPUR (Nies 1941) 52" 

A blend of sepia, old gold and yellow, giving a warm tan 
flower with a nice sheen, Beautiful when used in arrangements 
at night. $ .75 
CHEROKEE CHIEF (Nies 1951) 

Velvety deep brown with a rich yellow signal patch. Large 
flowers on tall stems. Very beautiful as cut flowers, H.M. 
1951. $1.50 
DUTCH DEFIANCE (Nies 1943) 36" 

Very large, hardy blue flowers. Lovely globular form, fine 
finish and substance. Yellow signal patch on the frilled falls, 
A.M. 1949. $1.00 
FIFTH SYMPHONY (Nies) 30" -36" 

Very lovely warm buff yellow so heavily sketched with 
golden brown veining that it gives a warm brown effect. Ex
cellent for cutting. $ • 75 
GOLDEN AGATE (Nies 1948) 36" 

Rich yellow under-color with dark brown overlay and a 
broad dark brown band running entirely around the blade, 
giving the impression of a golden brown flower. $1.00 
GOLD NUGGET (Dean 1931) 36"- 48" 

Deep, rich yellow. Very free flowering. $ .75 
LARKSONG (Nies 1946) 40" 

Entire flower is heavily frilled. Falls are a full, rich yellow 
whereas the standard and style branches are nearly white. 
Flowers are large and well spaced. H.M. 1946. $2.50 
MICHIGAN STATE (Nies 1943) 40" 

A huge bronze flower. A loose veining over both standards 
and falls produces the light bronze effect. $ .75 
MONNIER! 40" 

A soft yellow, Flowers have rather broad petals and are of 
a smooth texture. Fine for cutting. $ .75 
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MOUNT BALDY (Milliken) 40" - 48" 
A huge white Spuria with a yellow signal patch. One of the 

best and most impressive of this group for arrangements. $1.25 
MT. WILSON (Milliken 1947) 42" 

Tall and stately, this lovely sky- blue flower of excellent 
form and substance makes an exceptionally fine variety to 
plant with the yellows, such as Monnieri and Gold Nugget. 

$ ,60 
PASTORAL (Nies 1943) 30" 

A color symphony - the falls which flare beautifully are 
orange yellow, edged with pale lavender, and the erect stand
ards are yellow, changing to lavender, Light lavender styles 
and deep lavender crests add the last touch of perfection, 

$ .75 
PERKY MAID (Nies 1951) 30" 

Brown veins on a deep yellow ground color give an almost 
orange effect. A perky and fresh looking flower, $ 1.50 
RUFFLED GOLD (Fred Taylor '57) 36" 

Very broad and nicely ruffled, bright medium yellow flowers 
that are almost as large as those of Wadi Zem Zem, $7,50 net 
RUSSET FLAME (Nies 1946) 

Deep yellow so heavily washed with brown that it gives a 
rich dark brown all-over effect. Vigorous grower. H.M. 1950. 

$ ,60 
SAUGATUCK (Nies 1941) 48" 

A symphony of color. Standards 
yellow at the base; falls yellow; 
broadly bordered with lavender. 
SUNNY DAY (Sass 1932) 36" 

are lavender shading to 
veined with bronze and 

$ .75 

An excellent bright yellow which is very popular. Eric 
Nies Award 1957, $ ,75 
TWO OPALS (Nies 1946) 46" 

Outstanding blend of pale lavender and cream. Erect stand
ards and nearly horizontal falls. Nicely ruffled and has re
markably heavy substance. A.M. 1950. $1,00 
WADI ZEM ZEM (Milliken 1943) 48" 

A beautiful, clear, deep creamy-yellow Spuria, remarkably 
large and of excellent shape, Flaring falls are two inches or 
more in width. Standards are erect and open. H.M. 1942. Eric 
Nies Award 1956. $1,50 
WHITE HERON (Milliken 1948) 48" 

Much the same shape as Wadi Zem Zem but not quite as 
large. Not pure white, but coming close. Falls are shaded 
with yellow out from the si~al patch. H.M. 1950. $2.00 
ZEPHROSO (Nies 1953) 40 ' 

Lovely light honey colored flower with a 
Large, heavily textured and delightfully ruffled. 
and floriferous. 

rosy overlay. 
Very graceful 

$2.50 



'[)4ffldte4,,,, the fabulous flower that is gaining in popularity by leaps and bounds. The color range 
of Daylilies (or Hemerocallis) has been extended from yellow into glowing orange, the brightest of reds, purple, 
bronze and the more recent and exciting pinks. The life expectancy of a bloom has increased so that many flowers 
open at evening and last through into the next night and are always replaced by fresh bloom the next day. Many 
scapes have up to 35 or 40 buds. -There are miniature multifloras with petite 2-inch flowers up to the giant 8 and 
9-inch flowers on sturdy tall stalks and flower petals that measure 2 and 3-inches wide. 

Day lilies are easy to grow, requiring little except plenty of water in arid regions and some fertilizer in poor soils. 
They will spread their colorful rewards over your summer garden through many happy years. Their hardiness in 
any climate makes them one of the truly ideal perennials and the wide range of prices will fit any budget. Unless 
you have enjoyed the growing of Hemerocallis you have missed a great deal of gardening pleasure. The tremendous 
improvement in qualities over the last few years is illustrated by the picture below. 
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Daylilies are now Major Garden Flowers 
The fever is spreading by leaps and bounds and the only prescription for a sure cure is to have some of these 

lovelies in your own garden. There is no other flower which gives as much pure enjoyment as the new day lily hybrids -
they are lovely beyond words, and fit every garden need. The range is wide - the size and forms vary widely, and 
all are lovely, 

One of the easiest perennials to grow, adaptable to almost any location, but please provide at least a half day 
of sunshine. 

There are many which are evening bloomers, and the pale yellows and light apricots are indeed evening stars 
in your garden. 

We can ship daylilies any time during the year except your winter months. 

ALBION (Wheeler) M-38" Ev. 
A light lemon that is near white. Big recurving flowers 

stay open far into the night and bloom over a long season. 
$1.00 ea. 3/ $2.50 

ALICE (Bach) 42" 
A lovely light cream, which is a near white with a green 

throat. Quite ruffled. $2.00 ea. 3/ $5.00 
ALMA KING (Davis '55) M- 36" Ev. 

A brilliant blend of red and Indian orange. The very large 
flower has wide overlapping segments and a creped texture in 
the petals. Up to 40 buds are carried on the tall stem, well 
branched stalk that rises erect from low compact foliage. 
Remontant. $6.00 ea. 

AMHERST (Wheeler '46) M-36" Ev. 
Delightful light purple flowers with wide milk white midribs 

radiating from the light yellow throat. Individual blossoms are 
large and beautifully shaped. A.M. '52. $2.00 ea. 3/ $5.00 
ANNE DODSON (Buck '55) M- 36" Ev. 

A bright rosy bronze pastel. Petals are wide, rounded and 
very recurved, giving the solid effect so much sought after. 
The 36" stems carry numerous buds held erect over 25" 
foliage. Reblooms. $7.50 
ANNIE OAKLEY (Wheeler) 32" Ev. 

A reverse bi- color in buff with red perfect c ircle e yezone 
and red dusted sepals. Medium size, wide segments, compact. 

$3.00 ea. 
ANNIS VICTORIA RUSSELL (Russell '42) EM-36"-48" Ev. 

A lovely large flower with wide petals of golden yellow, 
An excellent bloomer. $1.00 
ARLA (Wheeler) M- 36" Ev. 

A very wide petaled, recurved flower of light, golden yel
low. Crimped and ruffled and with overlapping segments. 
Reblooms. H.M. '54. $2.00 ea. 3/ $5.00 
ATHLONE (Russell) M-L 36" Ev. 

Harmonious soft buff sepals and wide chestnut toned petals. 
Elegant form and substance with petals that twist and curl. 
A.M. '52. $1.00 

,&;,<' BACCHUS (Wheeler) E-32" Ev. 
Pinkish raspberry flowers with greenish canary throat. Well 

formed and medium in size; blooms a long time and repeats. 
$1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 

BALLET DANCER (Nesmith) M- 36" D. 
Smooth, lustrous flowers of a dainty pink; charming and 

full petaled form. $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
BERCEUSE (Wheeler) E- 36" Ev. 

A smooth orchid pink bi - color with wide petals. Rare. 
Remontant, $1.50 ea. 3/$3.75 
BERWYN (Traub) M-L 36" Ev. 

Brilliant, fadeless, weather-resistant red with a yellow 
throat. $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
BESS FORMAN (Bach '54) 38" Semi-D. 

A daylily whose petals are pink and sepals are cream. 
Flowers medium size; floriferous and a good bloomer. Re
blooms. $1.25 ea. 3/$3.00 
BESS VESTAL (House '49) E-M 36" Ev. 

A very large, broad petaled, bright red daylily with wide 
sepals and a yellow throat. Tends to rebloom. H.M. '52. 

$1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
BETSY B. (Vestal '52) E-36" Ev. 

Brilliant, velvety, rich red in color, the blossoms look 
much like bright birds perched on the stems with wings spread 
for flight. Remontant. H.M. '55. $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
BILLIE BURKE (Wheeler) M-L 32" Ev. 

Pinkish maroon and canary bi- color. Large and opens wide; 
remains open in the evenings. $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
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BLACK ABSOLUTE (Milliken '56) M-30" D. 
A new dark beauty. The 4" flowers have wide petals that 

completely overlap the broad sepals. Its color is a dark choc
olate brown that is washed with red black. A black eye en
circles the small orange throat. Rather low growing and vig
orous. Moderate of increase, $15.00 
BLACK FALCON (Nesmith '41) M-36" D. 

A very dark hemerocallis with wider petals than most of 
the deeper mahogany reds. Large open flowers are somewhat 
wavy. At the center is a small yellow throat. 

$1.00 ea. 3/ $2.50 
BLACK MAGIC (Douglas '49) M- L 36" Semi- D. 

A beautifully branched deep velvety red purple with a 
black sheen. The throat is pale chartreuse. $1.50 ea. 3 / $3.75 
BOLD BEAUTY (Hill '48) L-M 38" D. 

One of the largest red copper blends. Heavy substance, and 
blooms over a long period with bloom stems appearing until 
frost, $1.50 ea. 3/$3,75 
BOUNTIFUL (Cook) M-36" D. 

This broad petaled flower of lemon yellow is one of the 
finest daylilies; large, sun and rain resistant, fragrant. A.M. 
'52. $1.00 ea. 3/ $2.50 
BRACKEL (Wheeler '42) M-30" Ev. 

Delectable shades of mahogany and tan with a brocaded 
overlay. Large flowers and floriferous. Remontant.. 

$ .75 ea. 3/ $2.00 
BRASS BAND (Milliken '55) E-M 38" Ev. 

Great, wide petaled flowers are held erect on tall, well 
branched stems, The color is brassy yellow with a coppery 
wash; the growth, vigorous; pale green arching foliage, $5.00 
BROCADE (Taylor '49) M- 36" Ev. 

A child of the lovely Prima Donna, with smooth texture 
and large size. Its color is amber rose with darker veining 
and an eyezone accenting the golden throat. A.M. '56, 

$1.50 ea. 3/ $3.50 
BRONZE LUSTRE (Milliken '55) E-M 28" Ev. 

The petals have a glaze that will remind one of the bronze 
lustre finish on certain old English tea pots. A medley of 
colors with the sepals of dark garnet red contrasting with the 
petals, making this in effect a reverse bi- color. A black halo 
edges the small bright oran9e throat. $2.50 ea. 3/ $6.00 
BROWNING (Connell) M-46' Ev. 

The lovely round formed flowers are of a stunning and 
gorgeous shade of brown. Very beautiful and unusual. $3.-50 
BURNT SUGAR (Milliken '51) M-36" Ev. 

A large flowered daylily of excellent substance. A self of 
warm sunburned honey tan. $2.00 ea. 3/$5.00 
BUTTERBALL (Schlumpf '54) E-38" Ev. 

A very early flowering medium yellow. The flowers are not 
lar/e but are beautifully formed, have excellent substance 
an withstand all kinds of weather. Foliage makes a clean 
compact plant; floriferous; remontant. $2.00 ea. 3/ $5.00 
CABALERO (Stout '41) M-40"-48" Ev. 

This is a large flowered, striking bi - color with vermillion 
petals and golden yellow sepals and throat. A.M. '51. 

$ .75 ea, 3 / $2.00 
CANARI (Nesmith '40) M-36" D. 

Large, open flowers of the coolest, palest canary yellow 
with a satiny finish. Plant them in light shade. 

$ ,75 ea. 3/ $2.00 
CANYON PURPLE (Nesmith '49) M-45". 

Large, full open flowers of raspberry purple with a deeper 
flush just above the pale lemon cup. Both petals and sepals 
are lightly ruffled at the tips. A self, even the stamens and 
pistil are purple. Strong stalks and fine branching. H.M. '53. 

$2.00 ea. 3/ $5.00 



CAPISTRANO (Milliken '48) E-40" Ev, 
Large very bright yellow blossoms which open 

are strongly reflexed, Very fragrant, An evening 
Remontant, $ .60 ea, 
CAPRI (Milliken '52) M- 30" -36" Ev. 

flat and 
bloomer, 

3/$1.50 

Pale rosy apricot with exceptionally wide petals and se
pals, both of which are heavily creped and delicately ruffled. 
Flowers are of medium size, extra heavy substance, open 
wide but do not reflex to any great extent, Remontant, H,M, 
'56, $2.00 ea. 3/$5.00 
CARMELO (Milliken '52) M-36" Ev, 

A medium red with just a hint of blue in its makeup, Both 
petals and sepals are broad and reflex to such a degree that 
the flower presents a perfectly round appearance, A shallow 
eye is the only accent. A night bloomer, Remontant, 

$1.00 ea, 3/$2.50 

CARVED IVORY (Nesmith '50) M-36" Semi-Ev, 
Pale, creamy yellow with a lovely lily like form. Heavy 

substance, very floriferous and most charming, An evening 
bloomer. H.M. '52, $3.00 ea, 3/$7.50 
CATHAY (Stout) 36" Ev, 

Brilliant scarlet red with a deep golden throat, 
$1.00 ea, 3/$2.50 

CATHEDRAL TOWERS (Milliken '48) M-30" Ev, 
A soft, rich yellow flower boldly marked with red brown 

pyramids on the petals and with the same pattern lightly 
traced on the sepals. Remontant, A,M, '54. $2.50 ea. 3/$6.00 
CELESTINE (W. B. Davis) M-32" Ev, 

Beautifully formed lily like blossoms of clean, clear yel
low, Often the blooms are almost double, Excellent substance 
and an evening bloomer, Remontant, $2.50 ea. 3/$6.00 
CELLINI (Wheeler) E-M 36" Ev. 

Wide overlapping segments remind one of an amaryllis in 
form, Color is a clear, rich, soft canary yellow. Remains open 
in the evenings. A profuse and recurrent bloomer. A.M, '55, 

$2.00 ea. 3/$5.00 
CHALLENGER (Stout) M-L 48" Ev. 

Bright cardinal to cherry red with a light midrib, Medium 
large blooms with greenish yellow throat, Vigorous and open 
evenings. $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
CHARMAINE (Stout) M. Ev. 

A very light pink daylily which has good substance and is 
lovely in the_Earden, $1.50 ea. 3/$3.75 
CITATION (Taylor '52) M-36" Ev, 

A glowing lacquer red with a small inconspicuous golden 
·yellow throat, Remontant, H,M, '54, $5.00 

COLONIAL DAME (Milliken '48) M-30"-36" D. 
For charm and quiet beauty this lovely warm apricot with 

a pale rosy tan banding above the bright golden throat is hard 
to equal. The petals are broad, very ruffled along the edges 
and creped, Remains open evenings, Remontant, A.M. '54. 

$1.50 ea, 3/$3.75 
CONCORDIA (Wheeler) 36" Ev. 

A purple self, a seedling of Amherst, but does not have its 
parents wide midrib. A good blue parent, $2.00 

COPPER COLONEL (Sass '48) M- 40" D, 
Large recurving flowers with a yellow undercolor, heavily 

flushed with reddish orange, especially on the petals, Tall 
and free flowering. A,M, '54, $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 

COSETTE (Milliken '53) E-36" Ev, 
Beautifully formed flowers of warm soft yellow with a rosy 

dusting on the petals, Exceptionally heavy substance and 
lovely lily like form, Petals and sepals are both wide, and 
are creped and ruffled, Blooms for weeks, is fragrant and 
stays open far into the night, Remontant. H.M. '55. 

$2.50 ea. 3/$6.00 
CRADLE SONG (Milliken '53) E-M 22" Ev. 

A daylily that does not seem to have any faults. It multi
plies very rapidly and blooms three times during the season 
for us, The medium yellow blossoms, a bit more formal than 
its parent, High Noon, open late in the afternoon and carry 
through the next evening, Flowers are large but carried on 
rather short, well-branched scapes, The whole plant is com
pact, Remontant, H.M. '55, $2.00 ea. 3/$5.00 

CREPETTE (Milliken '56) M-36" Ev. 
An unusual flower, bright in color and with a seersucker 

creping throughout the petals and sepals which are very broad 
and overlap, A vivid golden orange color that is highlighted 
by a true red in the throat, Lar~ well branched, vigorous and 
a fast increaser. Remontant, $6.0CI ea. 3/$15.00 
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CRIMSON GLORY (Carpenter '52) E-M 40"-42" D. 
A rich red self of firm substance and great color value, It 

has broad ruffled petals and sepals that blend down into an 
inconspicuous yellow cup, Good branching, H.M, '55, $3.50 
CRIMSON PIRATE (H. Sass '51) M-30". 

A verr striking carmine red with an oxblood eye and a 
small ye low throat, Well branched and excellent for fore
ground planting, H.M. '55, $1.50 ea. 3/$3.75 
CRIMSON STAR (Douglas 'SO) M-36" Semi-Ev, 

Large open flowers of crimson with a deep halo of darker 
red just above the throat of golden yellow, Brilliant and gives 
a wonderful display of color, H,M, '52. $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
CYCLOPS (Douglas) M. 48" Semi- Ev. 

Huge light chrome, with a reddish cinnamon wash at the 
center of the petals, $1.50 ea. 3/$3.75 
DAILY DOUBLE (Douglas '46) M- 36" Ev. 

Salmon tinted light orange; often having both double and 
single flowers on the same stalk, $ .75 ea. 3/$2.00 
DAWN PLAY (Nesmith '38) E-40" D. 

Velvety deep rose with a golden throat. Flowers are large 
in size and wide open, Remontant, $ ,75 ea, 3/$2.00 
DEVON CREAM (Nesmith '45) M-39" Semi-Ev. 

A pale cream yellow hemerocallis with thick heavy sub
stance, The blooms have wide petals and sepals that are 
beautifully fluted on the edges, Strong sturdy stalks, A.M, 
'52, . $2.00 ea. 3/$5.00 
DIADEM (Wheeler) M-36" Ev. 
. A superior, large bi- color with salmon pink petals and 

hght yellow sepals, It opens flat and has a light red throat 
Wo, . UOO 
DR. CORLISS (Davis) E- 24" 

Striking salmon color with apricot shading and a bright 
red eyezone. $3.00 
DOROTHEA (Lester '48) M-36" D. 

An all over orchid lavender effect with its soft yellow 
petals heavily washed with heliotro_pe and a darker heliotrope 
eyezone. Sepals are pale yellow, Dainty and charming, A.M. 
'54, $ ,75 ea. 3/$2.00 
DOROTHY PARKER (Bach) 

There never seems to be enough creams and pale yellows 
to meet the need for those darker comers in the garden. This 
daylily is an excellent, tall, pale creamy yellow with large 
open blooms, $1.00 ea. 3/$2.50 
DUCHESS OF WINDSOR (Traub '38) E-M 24" Ev. 

Very broad petals spread wide and open, Base color is 
cream with a golden glint and just above the throat is a flush 
of rose. Vigorous. A.M. 'SO, $ .75 ea. 3/$2.00 
EDWARD VII (Connell) 28" Ev. 

A very fine gold self with lovely large, wide spreading 
flowers, Sun resistant. $4.00 
EMPRESS (Wheeler) Ev. 

Large bi- color of purple and yellow, 
EVELYN CLAAR (Kraus '51) M- 30" D, 

A blended self of deep salmon pink 
the center and with a recurving form, 
creases rapidly, A.M. '55, 
EVENING GLORY (Sass) D. 

$1.50 

flushed yellow toward 
Sun resistant and in

$2.00 

Pastel apricot flowers on graceful wiry stems; creates a 
wonderful .15arden effect, $1.00 ea, 3/$2.50 
FELICE (Kraus) L-M 40" 

Lily formed, non fading light yellow of splendid quality. 
A superior daylily with perfection of flower habits and high 
standards of excellence, $1.00 ea, 3/$2.50 
FELICITY (Nesmith '47) M-L 40" D, 

An enchanting ruffled yellow wjth many flowers on each 
scape, A prolific bloomer over a long period, 

FIDDLEHEAD (Wheeler) 34" Ev. $2,00 ea. 3/$5.oo 
A regular double in shades of mahogany browns, The three 

petaloids stand erect, clustered about the throat and are in 
form like the neck and head of a fiddle, $4,00 
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY (Stout) M-38" D. 

Broad petaled flowers are distinctive and are of a rich deep 
orange with a brilliant red halo and a greenish orange throat. 

$2.00 ea, 3 for $5,00 
FLAMBOYANT (Douglas '47) M. 36" D. 

Deep Indian yellow with a bright red brown halo on the 
r,etals. Both petals and sepals are fluted and recurved, A.M. 
53, $2,50 ea, 3 for $6.00 

FOLLOW ME (Stevens '51) M. 36" D. 
A large flower ol Swiss rose coloring with a /ellow green 

throat. Midribs, which start in the throat and exten out into the 
whole flower, give it the effect of a large star. Petals and 
sepals are slightly ruffled and recurved. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 



FOND CARESS (Milliken '52) E.M. 34" Ev. 
A pale yellow daylily of wide segments and open form, the 

whole sprinkled with star dust. Remains open far into the 
night; fragrant; remontant. H.M. '56. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
FRED STUHTZ (Kraus '50) E.M. 30" 

A very showy daylily of glowing cardinal red over orange; 
broad and overlapping segments. $1.50 
GANYMEDE (Wheeler) M. 40" Ev. 

An unusual and very beautiful bi· color with wide petals of 
raspberry rose which recurve to an extreme degree while the 
soft yellow sepals are quilled and twisted. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
GARNET ROBE (Milliken '48) E. 36" Ev. 

Popular growing deep velvety red hemerocallis with a yellow 
green throat, which has proven to be an exceptionally good 
performer the country over. A.M. '53. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
GAY LARK (Connell) 36" Ev. 

A rose pink bi - color that has attracted much attention, A 
very lovely pink. H.M. '55. $7.50 
GENE WILD (Lester '53) VE Ev. 

A very early bloomer of giant size, Wide heavy petals and 
sepals ruffled and recurved. A soft, velvety peach yellow with 
a faint lilac eyezone. A.M. '57. $12.00 
GEORGIA (Stout) M. 36" Ev. 

A beautiful daylily with wide petals and large flowers of 
peachy pink. A.M. '52. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
GOLD STRIKE (Milliken '53) M. 36" Ev. 

A flower of pure deep yellow with extra wide petals and 
sepals both strongly reflexed. It is rich, bright, big and as 
exciting as a gold strike. $6.00 
GOLDEN ERA (Davis '55) M. 38" Ev. 

Cadmium and lemon yellow with a green throat. Remontant. 
$5.00 

GOLDEN GALLEON (Milliken '54) E.M. 36" Ev. 
This very beautiful daylily is of deepest apricot with a 

prominent flesh colored midrib. The petals are very wide and 
highly arched like a full sail in the wind. Both petals and 
sepals are creped and the petals are beautifully ruffled. Stays 
open at night. H.M. '55. $12.00 
GOLDEN GATE (Christensen) M. 24" D. 

A low growing, pale yellow daylily with wide petals, that 
will make a very floriferous border. H.M, '55. 

$3.50 ea. 3 for $7.50 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE (Traub) M. 40" D. 

Very large, flat flowers of triangular form done in rich deep 
yellow. Heavy substance and sun resistant. A.M. '57. $3.50 
GOLDEN TRIUMPH (Milliken '57) E.M. 32" Ev. 

This beautiful golden lily has a wide petaled, full open 
bloom of rich golden yellow. The flowers are of extra heavy 
substance but the strong stems hold its many blooms upright. 
Remontant, $10.00 
GRAY DAY (Connell) 40" Ev. 

A lovely and different daylily of gray with lavender cast. 
$2.00 

GRISELLE (Saxton '48) M. 32" Ev. 
Very wide, reflexed petals in bright raspberry rose, are in 

the warmer climates, a warm rose pink, A.M. '56. 
$1.00 ea. 3 for $2,50 

HARRIET HILL (Hill) M. 30" to 36" D. 
A handsome and unusual brown purple blend with a darker 

throat. Very large flowers with broad overlapping petals. One 
of the newest continuous blooming hybrids. $5.00 
HAWTHORNE ROSE (Bach) 38" D. 

One of the loveliest rosy purple daylilies with a golden 
throat which extends through each petal. Very fine and a 
rampant grower. $5.00 
HAZEL SANDERS (Milliken '54) 36" Ev. 

A blossom of soft yellow with a wide spreading light pink 
wash on the petals. Flower opens wide and quite flat; broad 
petals overlap the sepals; nicely creped and lightly ruffled, 
Evening bloomer. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
HARRIET KNUDSON (Bach) 

A bright orange daylily brushed with red on the petals. 
$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 

RECENT STOUT MEDAL WINNERS 
1950- Hesperus (H. P. Sass) 1954- Dauntless (Stout) 
1951- Painted Lady (Russell) 1955 • Prima Donna (Taylor) 
1952 - Potentate (Nesmith) 1956- Naranja (Wheeler) 
1953-Revolute (H.P. Sass) 1957-Ruffled Pinafore (Milliken) 
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HIGH HOON (Millilcen '49) M. 36" Ev. 
This magnificent orange yellow daylily has wide, heavy 

substanced petals which open flat and recurve at the tip. It can 
take most any weather and stays open far into the night. 
Remontant. A.M. '55. $6.00 
IHGRID (Buclc '55) E.M. 38". 

Above the vigorous, light gray green foliage rise strong 
branched scapes to display the great pale greenish yellow 
flowers that are beautifully ruffled, wide spreading and firm 
textured. Remontant. $6.00 
IVORY CHALICE (Nesmith '46) E.M. 36" Ev. 

The slightly ruffled, broad petals form a shallow cup of pale 
ivory yellow. Quality and fineness mark this as one of the best. 
Very lovely as a cut flower, $1.50 ea. 3 for $3.75 
JACK FROST (Lester '53) L.M. 36" D. 

A large, cool pale lemon that loolcs lilce lemon ice, The 
segments are very thiclc in the center getting thinner to almost 
sheer at the edges. A graceful triangular form with recurving 
sepals. A.M. '57, $7.50 
JEWELL RUSSELL (Russell '50) M. 36" Ev. 

This huge flower is the palest of pale lemons. Its extremely 
wide petals are slightly ruffled and recurved, The sepals are 
the same color and are extremely recurved. $2.00 
JOAHHA HUTCHINS (Kraus) M. 34" D. 

A very smooth, rich, deep orange with very heavy firm 
substance and flaring form. $ 1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
JOE HOUSE (Russell) E- L.M. 36" D. 

A wide petaled lavender pink with ruffled petals and re· 
curved sepals. The throat is a cool deep apple green. $1.50 
KAHAPAHA (Watlcins '42) M. 36" Ev. 

A raspberry color Daylily which gives a strong color con
trast in the perennial border. A luscious color. A.M. '50. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
KATHERINE TAYLOR (Taylor '54) M. 36" Ev. 

A vigorous, floriferous peach pink-near Persian yellow -with 
a faint halo and ruffled petals. Sun resistant. Remontant.H,M. 
'55. $5.00 
KINDLY LIGHT (Bechtold '52) M. 30" D. 

True spider fonn. Twisted petals and beautifully ruffled 
edges make this flower a real novelty. The color is a glowing 
yellow with a citrous accent. H.M. '55. $2.00 
KNIGHTHOOD (Schroeder '48) M. 38" D. 

Handsome, dark maroon with pale yellow midrib making it 
appear to be the bold crest on the shield of a knight of old. 
A.M. '54. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
LADY BOUNTIFUL (Lester '50) E.M. 48" D. 

A large, soft yellow with a faint tint of pink on the edges 
of the petals on cool days. Well branched with many buds per 
scape, A.M. '55. $2.00 
LADY FAIR (Nesmith '46) M. 36" Semi Ev. 

One of the most beautifully fashioned Day lilies· a symphony 
of flesh pink with a creamy undertone. The blossoms are medium 
sized and have a delightful sheen. A.M. '54. 

$1.25 ea. 3 for $3.00 
LARK ELLEN (Milliken '53) M. 36" Ev. 

Our own watermelon pink Daylily. Large, slightly ruffled 
blossoms of a luscious shade of rose pink. Both petals and 
sepals open wide showing the bright golden throat, Blooms 
profusely 2 or 3 times durin~ the season. Remontant. $6.00 
LAUREL (Lester '50) M. 36 'Semi Ev. 

A soft, light rose flower with a green throat. A very lovely 
flower with fine branching. H.M. '52. $3.00 
LILAC TIME (Wheeler) E. 38" Ev. 

A huge pastel bi - color of pinkish lavender petals and 
lavender dusted cream sepals. Very large flowers, vigorous 
growing, good branching and a Ion~ season of bloom. $3.50 
LOCHINVAR (Taylor '47) E.M. 36 'Ev. 

One of the brightest flowers in the garden. Brilliant scarlet 
red, wide open flowers with a yellow throat and a lighter 
eyezone. H.M. '52. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
LODESTAR (Taylor '50) E 42" Ev. 

Star shaped. Deep throat extends into the petals making a 
star. An unusual and most attractive pastel which is more 
colorful in cool weather or when grown in shade. $5.00 
LUXOR (Wheeler) E.M. 38" Ev. 

A buff yellow pastel dusted pinkish lavender, Large, 
heavily textured blossoms open flat; the wide sepals are over· 
lapped hy the wide petals. $3.50 
MABEL FULLER (Kraus '50) M. 38" D. 

A velvety, sparkling cardinal red with green throat and 
reflexed segments. Color holds in the hottest sun. A.M. '55, 

$1.50 



MADAM BUTTERFLY (Wheeler) M. 36" Ev. 
A flower with all the grltce and charm of its namesake, Rich 

gold with an exotic red eyezone, Open blossoms with wide 
creped petals which recurve and twist at the tips. 

$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
MADRIGAL (Milliken '51) M. 36" Ev. 

This lovely flower has amazing substance, beautiful 
crepiness and width of petal, and superb blending of color 
giving a warm apricot with a dusting of rose. Possibly the most 
outstanding quality of this flower is the way in which the 
petals and sepals reflex. Remontant, $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 

MALLOW (Craig) V.E. 36" Ev. 
A big fluffy rose and rose - beige bi - tone which often has 

more than fifty buds on the stem, Remontant, 

MAN O'WAR (Taylor '50) M. 36" Ev. 
$3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 

A large bright Daylily of Brazil red. Both petals and sepals 
recurve and the golden yellow throat is wide and extends along 
the midribs of the petals forming a bright, starlike center, 
Remontant, $1.00 ea, 3 for $2.50 
MARGUERITE FULLER (Kraus) L.M. 40" 

The immense blooms of this finest of chartreuse yellow 
varieties have exceptionally wide and pleasingly ruffled petals 
that overlap the sepals, A very deep self that opens gracefully 
to show just a touch of light green within deep the flower, 
H.M. '54. $6.00 
MARIE WOOD (Wood) E.M. 30" D. 

Near azalea pink color with round, full flowers evenly 
toned and a firm, smooth texture, The petals are wide, and both 
sepals and petals are recurved, The petals are slightly ruffled 
and the pink coloring goes deep down in the throat, Does not 
like to be divided every year, A.M. '57 (For Fall Delivery.) 

$10.00 net 
MARIL YH WINTERS (Davis '55) M. 34" Ev. 

A flower of deep maroon, this subtle yet glowing color is 
sunfast and accented by an orange throat, Well branched, many 
large flowers open at once, $4.00 

MARIONETTE (Lester '50) M. 36" D. 
This 5 inch bloom of buttercup yellow with a velvety finish 

has a wide eyezone of mahogany on all segments. Doesn't 
fade and remains open in the evening. H.M. '55. $1.50 
MARSE CONNELL (Connell) M. 36" Ev. 

A very showy, enormous crimson red with a deep yellow 
throat, Velvety texture, Remontant, $3.00 
MEADOWSWEET (Taylor '53) M.L. 36" Ev, 

Large, widespread flower of lavender rose with a hint of 
blue, Throat is the color of com, Smooth texture and heavy 
substance. Remontant. $7.50 
MERCED GOLD (Nesmith) E. 36" Ev. 

Large golden sulphur yellow Daylily with long blooming, 
overlapping /etals and sepals, luxurious foliage. A prolific 
increaser an a garden showpiece. $2,00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
MIDWEST MAJESTY (Sass) M. 50" 

One of the largest light yellows, Perfect in form with heavy 
substance and wide, slightly ruffled petals, A.M, '53. $2.00 
MIDWEST STAR (Sass) M. 48" Ev. 

A huge pale yellow self with wide, slightly ruffled 
wonderful form and ?.ood substance, A stately plant 
beautiful color. A.M. 54. 
MIMOSA ROSE (Lester '52) E.M. 30" D. 

petals, 
and of 

$2.00 

A lovely, soft misty rose pink in color; fine substance,wide 
recurved petals; blooms several times a season. $ 1.00 

MING (Stout) M. 36" Ev. 
A magnificent huge orange with wide segments opening flat. 

After the flower has been open for a few hours, edges of each 
petal become margined in silver, H.M. '53. 

$1. 00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
MISS ARCADIA (Buck '54) M.L. 42" Semi Ev. 

A multiflora type plant; provides an abundance of lovely 
butterfly- like flowers for many weeks, The flowers of this 
clear bright maize yellow are medium in size and are produced 
on tall spikes, $4, 00 
MISSION BELLS (Hall '45) M. 40" D. 

Large, wide petaled, ruffled flower of clear medium yellow, 
Many flowers produced on a single stalk on established plants, 
A strong grower, well branched and a free bloomer, A.M, '51. 

$1.50 ea, 3 for $3.75 
MISTY ROSE (Hill) 34" D. 

A soft misty pink that is very pretty. Good quality, good 
substance and takes the sun well, $5.00 
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MRS. DOUGLAS PATTISON (Buck '54) E. 28" Ev. 
An outstanding pastel with wide petals and sepals which 

recurve, Petals are light salmon fading to a pale buff, while the 
sepals are light buff fading to cream, An overall effect of 
delicate, elusive pink, Throat is Empire yellow, $5.00 
MUSCAT (Wheeler) M. 36" Ev. 

Light purple and violet blend with light margins. Very dainty 
and an unusual color. $1.50 ea, 3 for $3,75 
MY VALENTINE (Christensen) E.M. 40" Semi D. 

A full light red that without too much imagination could be 
called heart - shaped. Color carries well and the abundant 
blooms are held on well branched, erect scapes, Remontant. 

$1.50 ea, 3 foF-- $3. 75 
HARANJA (Wheeler '48) M. 36" Ev. 

Full petaled, lightly ruffled flowers of the deepest orange, 
One of the finest orange Day lilies, A.M, '53- Stout Medal '56, 

$1.50 ea, 3 for $3. 75 
NEHOID EN (Merry '51) M. 39" D. 

An extra fine, huge deep orange self with very heavy sub -
stance; strong sturdy stalks with excellent branching. A very 
handsome plant. $3.50 
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I 
1957 POPULARITY POLL OF 100 FAVORITES I 

- Evelyn Claar Brocade f 
Salmon Sheen Golden Triangle 

*High Noon Lady Bountiful 
Pamted Lady Nantahala 

~ Pink Damask The Doctor 
Jack Frost Playboy + 

i *Ruffled Pinafore Gay Lark i 
Fairy Wings .,.Pink-Bowknot 

i .- Prima Donna Kindly Light 
- *Colonial Dame Ming 

+ Cibola - North Star 
+ - Naranja *Fond Caress + 
i Pink Dream _. Little Cherub + 

_,oGarnet Robe Hyperion + i *Cosette Hearts Afire ;: 
+ Pink Prelude _ Hesperus i 

Ringlets _ Windsor Tan + 

I 
Show Girl Sunset Sky 

Midwest Star Pink Orchid 
Picture Primula 

-*eradle Song Raven 
Nashville Crimson Pirate i ~ At.Jas Marse Connell I 

+ o~-Q~ ~~ . 
+ _ .Dauntless Golden Moth-

! 
Howdy Orange Beauty 
Mabel Fuller Dorothea 
Bess Ross Golden Song 

*Capri Griselle 
*Summer Love Lochinvar i *Cathedral Towers Duchess of Windsor 

+ Caballero , r.1aid Marian 
1: Midwest Majesty , Cellini + Georgia Baggette 
+ Ruth Lehman - Bailey Walker 
:3: Quincy War Eagle 
+ Potentate Chloe 
j: - Jewell Russell / Mission Bells + ....-Neyron Rose Swansdown 
+ ,.Mrs, B, F. Bonner Easter Morn 
· Sky Lark Golden Hours 

Revolute Royal Ruby 
Sideshow *Golden Galleon 
Colonel Joe Marionette 
Shooting Star Black Prince 
Athlone Queen of Gonzales 
Marguerite Fuller Splendor 
Coral Mist _ Devon Cream 
Gene Wild Mrs. David Hall 
Marie Wood Pink Charm 

f 

f 
+ 

*We are honored that 11% of the entire Popularity Poll 
are Milliken varieties, (We hope you have our BRASS 
BAND, it's good), 

i +++••···············~ 
......................... 



NEYROH ROSE (Kraus' 52) M. 36" D. 
A bright Neyron rose with darker veins and a prominent 

cream vein on each petal. Color- fast under the most trying 
weather. A.M. '56. $7.50 
NIOBE (Wheeler) M. 36" Ev. 

A striking flower of satiny, violet magenta which pleasingly 
softens in full sun. Many flowers and a very bright color. 
Remontant. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
OLYMPUS (Wheeler) M. 48" Ev. 

A large, very pale orange with a glistening of peach dusting. 
Wide and of good substance. Remontant. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
PAINTED LADY (Russell '42) E. M. 36" Ev. 

A large ruffled flower with a cinnamon brown overlay evenly 
applied over orange which is bright enough to give lustre to the 
whole flower. A profuse bloomer. Stout Medal '51. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
PAMELA (Kraus '50) M.L. 36" Ev. 

Excellent, wide flaring, waxy, broad petaled buttercup 
yellow. Extremely sturdy and well branched scapes. Blooms 
over a long period of time. $ 1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
PAPRIKA (Wheeler) M. 30" Ev. 

A vivid crimson with greenish gold throat. Sun resistant and 
well branched. Remontant. $2.50 
PARTY GOWN (Milliken '48) E. 30" to 36" Ev. 

A delicate bi - color with soft yellow petals and sepals. The 
petals are creped and the outer half is heavily washed with a 
warm mineral red. Petals have a twist which adds to their 
beauty. Remontant. H.M. '52. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
PEACH HONEY (Sass) E. 36" D. 

A luscious deep yellow with an orange eyezone, giving an 
appearance of peach russet. Very fragrant. H.M. '55. 

$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
PETITE (Davis '54) M. 24" Ev. 

Lovely small flowers in a medium shade of pink with wide 
petals and sepals. The petals are heavily creped while the 
whole flower is accented by a bright golden throat. 

$2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
PICTURE (Lester '52) E.M. 40" D. 

Blossoms of lovely bright rose. Petals and sepals are the 
same shade with the rose going down into the light yellow green 
throat. Sun proof. Remains open into the night and appears 
pink under electric lights. A.M. '57. $5.00 
PINK BOWKNOT (Taylor '48) M. 42" Ev. 

A lovely luscious salmon pink with heavy ivory midrib and 
pale yellow throat. Excellent substance and triangular form. 
Remontant. A.M. '55. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
PINK DREAM (Childs '51) M. 30" to 36" D. 

Flowers measure about 5 inches across but it is the color 
and substance which gives this flower its place in the sun. 
Its color is a true pink, "baby ribbon pink' , and it holds up 
beautifully in the open garden and retains its freshness into 
the evening hours. A.M. '56. $3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
PINK INTERLUDE (Nesmith '54) M. 39" Semi Ev. 

A clear, bright pink self shading a bit deeper just above 
the cool green cup. The blooms have smooth texture and are 
lightly ruffled at the edges. Does not fade in the hot sun. 
Excellent branching. $7.50 
PINK PARADISE (Douglas '50) M. 38" D. 

A delicate and dainty pink of open, cup shared flowers 
with a very delicate blending toward a semi ye low throat. 
Does not wilt or fade in the hot sun. $5.00 
PINK PRELUDE (Nesmith '50) M. 39" Semi Ev. 

A broadly formed pink, the largest of the pinks so far. A 
self except for a pale flesh pink midrib on the petals and just 
a touch of cool yellow at the base of the sepals and petals. 
The flowers are large and li~htly ruffled. A.M. '55. $5.00 
PINK RADIANCE (Douglas 49) M. 38" Semi Ev. 

A light geranium pink with a halo of a deeper tone just 
above the yellow throat. Blooms are both broad and full with 
the petals and sepals slightly fluted at the tips. Tall, well 
branched, it holds its color well under hot sun. H.M. '52. $4.00 
PINK SATIN (Bach '53) M. 40" D. 

Like soft, rose and pink satin ribbon. Vigorous and flori-
forous. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
PIRATE SAILS (Milliken '55) E.M. 52" Ev. 

Lik~ a triangular topsail, this Daylily gleams in orange red 
glory. It increases rapidly and is vigorous. It grows to 52" 
with stems erect as masts. Remontant. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 
POTENTATE (Nesmith '43) M. 36" Ev. 

Luminous flowers of pansy purple, very smoothly finished , 
has a distinct satiny sheen. It is a self with petals, sepals, 
stamens and pistils done in purple. An exceedingly rich and 
outstanding color. Stout Medal '52. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3. 75 

PRIMA DONNA (Taylor '46) M. 36" Ev. 
A beautiful, pastel combination of buff, copper and peach. 

The full formed flowers are of wonderful proportions. Stout 
Medal '55. $3.50 
PSYCHE (Wheeler '48) M. 45" Ev. 

An extended bloomer that opens early in the evening and 
stays fresh far into the next night. Broad petals of soft yellow 
with a faint lavender halo. Remontant. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
QUARTET (Milliken '56) M. 24" Ev. 

Here is a novelty that is quite different. Most of the blooms 
will have four petals and four sepals, all very ruffled. The 
petals overlap even in the normally formed flowers. Color is 
apricot overlaid with deep rose. The four inch flowers are 
carried on low growing, well branched stems. Remontant. 

$3.00 ea. 3 for $7.50 
QUEEN ESTHER (Sass '49) M. 36" 

A brilliant cri"mson red self with starlike flowers. It does not 
fade in the sun. Good branching and the flowers stay open in 
the evening. A.M. '53. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
QUEEN OF GONZALES (Russell) E. 34" Ev. 

A flower of solid deep chrome yellow with wide petals 
which overlap the sepals and open wide. $1.00 ea. 3 for,$2.50 
RAVEN (Wheeler) E. 40" Ev. 

Dark, satiny black red flowers with a green throat. Out -
standing and large with a neat spider form. Remontant. A.M. 
'56. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
RED DARCY (House '54) E.M. 34" Ev. 

Both petals and sepals of this Daylily lµe glowing red with 
a light orange midrib and a frill of the midrib color around both 
petals and sepals. A full recurving flower with excellent 
substance. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
RELIANT (Cook) M. 38" 

Large, sun resistant, medium yellow with crinkled margins. 
Fine substance and texture. Vigorous grower. H.M. '53. $2.00 
RHODORA (Kraus) M. 24" D. 

The loveliest soft azalea pink of great beauty and heavy 
texture. One of the best pinks with inconspicuous darker veins. 
Superbly branched with an abundance of buds. $5.00 net 

RINGLETS (Kraus) M. 28" Semi Ev. 
Small and dainty, ruffled, creped, perfectly formed- all this 

can be said for this lovely yellow beauty. A planting of this in 
the garden is a most cheerful sight. Many blooms open at one 
time. H.M. '55. $2.50 
ROSE GEM (Stout '46) L.M. 36" Ev. 

A large flower of old rose with a darker rose eyezone on the 
petals. The throat is greenish yellow. A.M. '53. 

$1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
ROYAL GUEST (Douglas '49) M. 38" Ev. 

Finish and color are the keynotes to this rosy purple Day
lily with a cool green throat. Stalks are well branched, and it 
increases rapidly. $2.50 ea. 3 for $6.00 
ROYAL TOGA (Register) M. 40" Ev. 

A dark purple self with wide form. A wonderful flower. $2.00 
RUBY GLOW (Buck) Ev. 

An eyecatching, lovely scarlet crimson Daylily. $5.00 
RUFFLED PINAFORE (Milliken '48) E.M. 30" Ev. 

One of our favorite Daylilies, a flower of warm apricot yellow 
with broad overlapping petals and sepals which are creped and 
daintily crinkled. There is a slight green tinge to the throat 
and a pale rosy halo at its outer limits. Stout Medal '57. $3.00 
SALMON SHEEN (Taylor '50) M. 34" Ev. 

A perfectly beautiful salmon self of excellent form and 
substance. Distinctive form, well branched, sun resistant and 
remains open in the evenings. Remontant. A.M. '56. 

$2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00. 
SCARLET SUNSET (Wheeler '47) M. 34" Ev. 

A brilliant and glowing, flaming scarlet self. One of the 
most vibrantly colored new Daylilies. A.M. '53. 

$1.00ea. 3for$2.50 
SEQUINE (Wheeler) E.M. 36" Ev. 

A soft buff yellow with garnet red circular eyezone, sepals 
dusted red. A reverse bi- color of exceptional beauty; large, 
very wide and rounded. $1.00 ea. 3 for $2.50 
SHOSHONE (Taylor '57) E. 36" Ev. 

A coral and cream blend in a large ruffled flower that 
blooms and reblooms several times during the season. Remon -
tant. J.C. '56 - H.M. '57. $15.00 
SHOW GIRL (Wheeler '51) E.M. 50" Semi Ev. 

Delightful lavender pink with deeper veinings and a soft 
midrib. A composite of daintiness and glamour that deserves 
the center of the stage. Large, wide flowers on well branched 
stems. Remontant. A.M. '56. $2.00 ea. 3 for $5.00 



SPARKLE PLENTY (Davis '54) E. 24" Ev. 
A sparkling blue purple with a satiny sheen and narrow 

orange midrib and throat. $1.00 ea, 3 for $2.50 
SPECTACULAR (Pattison '56) E.M. 30" Semi Ev. 

A "spectacular" seedling of Madam Butterfly X The Doctor; 
golden yellow with a red eyezone, $15.00 net 
STAR OF EVE (Wheeler) M. 42" D. 

Novel, wide petals that come to a definite point that give a 
starry effect in pale lemon yellow to shine through the night 
and the day in your garden. Vigorous, Remontant, 

$1.50 ea, 3 for $3.75 
STARS OVER DALLAS (Russell) Early 36" Ev. 

One of the palest lemons with a cool green throat and a 
green cast over the entire flower, Its wide petals are slightly 
twisted and recurved and are of excellent texture, $ 1.00 
STEPHANIE (Buck) 40" Ev. 

A very tall Daylily with pure lemon flowers, Exceptionally 
fine form, finish and substance, Grows rapidly. $3.00 
STEPHEN FOSTER (Traub) 30" Ev. 

A beautiful bright red that is well liked and sun resistant. 

SUGAR CANE (Taylor '54) M. 36" Ev. 
$1.00 

A soft, wide petaled pink suggestive of its name, Excep-
tionally fine for the south. H.M. '54, $6.50 
SUMMER LOVE (Milliken '52) M. 36" Ev. 

Big, sweet and lovely-everyone loves this big yellow 
Daylily with broad petals and sepals which reflex and curl at 
the ends. Opens wide and flat like an orchid, Is fragrant and 
stays open much of the night. Remontant. H.M. '55. 

$3.50 ea, 3 for $8,50 
SUMMER SONG (Milliken '57) E.M. 30" Ev. 

An excellent ruffled, light yellow flower that withstands 
heat, wind and rain satisfactorily. Branching starts about half 
way up the sturdy stem; foliage is a lush, rich green; a vigorous 
grower. It blooms early and reblooms several times during the 
season, $10,00 
SUNSET SKY (Taylor '52) E. 36" Ev. 

A blend in which the wide yellow throat is overlaid with 
pink deepening to rose at the margins, The segments are wide 
and the blossoms open flat. It darkens as it ages- hence its 
name, H.M. '54. $5,00 
SWANSDOWN (Hall '55) M. 38" D. 

A lovely Dresden yellow flower with broad petals and sepals, 
Excellent in the sun, Strong and well branched. J.C. '53 - H.M. 
'55. $15.00 net 
SWEET REFRAIN (Hall '55) M. 30" D. 

A medium toned pink which is nearly a self; has better than 
medium size blooms, Plants are vigorous, branching is good 
and the color does not fade in the sun, J.C. '53 - H.M. '55. 

$10.00 net 
SYMMETRY (Connell) M. 34" Ev. 

Very pretty tannish pink, good substance, takes hot sun, 
$1.00 

TALLY HO (Nesmith '49) M. 39" D. 
Bright vermillion red with yellow throat. Deeper red flush 

surrounding throat, Flowers wide and recurved; slightly fluted, 
$1.50 ea, 3 for $3.75 

'Jt0,te4,: 
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TAMARA (Milliken '48) M. 48" Ev. 
A large bi-color in sharply defined rosy red and light yellow, 

Rosy re.cl petals are broad with yellow midribs which match the 
sepal color. $ 1.00 ea, 3 for $2,50 
THE DOCTOR (Claar '50) M. 36" D. 

An imposing, rich, brilliant vermillion scarlet of velvety tex
ture, Broad, overlapping segments on wide, open sunfast 
flowers, A.M. '55. $5.00 
THISTLEDOWN (Nesmith '52) M. 38" D. 

A very pale cream flower which is fragrant, free flowering, 
cool and refreshing; the flowers have ruffled petals and sepals 
and are carried on strong well branched scapes, The wide 
flaring flowers open late in the afternoon and last well through 
the next day, $3. 00 
TOMOKA (Wheeler) M. 36" Ev. 

A rich coffee colored flower of great distinction. Faultless 
form with large, wide open, broad segments and heavy sub -
stance. $2,50 ea, 3 for $6.00 
TWILIGHT TIME (Christensen) 

A soft lemon cream self heavily dusted lavender all over, 
Slightly ruffled petals and sepals, $3.00 
VALIANT (Cook '43) M, 40" D. 

This orange daylily has flowers that are open and full. The 
petals are wide and of good substance, The color is uniform 
and does not fade, A.M. '53. $1.50 ea. 3 for $3,75 
VENEZUELA (Milliken '56) M. 40" Ev. 

An exciting daylily of smooth blending of burnt orange and 
brown, Its flowers glow in the sunlight and do not fade, The 
color deepens in the throat and surrounds a small orange cup, 
Its petals are broad and ruffled and the sepals are wide; the 
entire flower opens flat. Stems are well branched and very 
sturdy. Vigorous and a fast increaser, Remontant. $12,50 
VESPERS (Nesmith '41) E.M. 39" Semi Ev. 

A pale yellow day lily which seems to be designed especially 
for enjoyment at the time of day when our day's work is done, 
Excellent in the garden and as a cut flower, Remontant. H.C. 
'56, $1.50 ea, 3 for $3. 75 
VOLCANO (Milliken '53) M. 36" Ev. 

A medium sized flower of light orange striated in yellow, 
deep orange, vermillion and deep red, These stripes radiate 
from the golden throat. Remontant, $2.50 ea, 3 for $6,00 
WHEELER AURORA (Wheeler '46) M. 34" Ev. 

A soft rose pink self which has a chartreuse throat. $1.00 
WIDEYED (Craig) 36" Ev, 

Over a long season these unique flowers will raise their 
startled eyes to greet you, Perhaps the widest eyezone and the 
boldest color contrast we have ever seen - bright yellow with 
a dark garnet red eyezone. $6.00 
WONDER (Craig) 20" Ev. 

A large creamy yellow with a light rose brown eye. Foliage 
is low and compact. $5.00 
YELLOW RAIN (Schlumpf '54) 18" Semi Ev. 

A darling little yellow dwarf just made for the front of the 
border or rock garden, The blossoms are a light yellow which 
open from 5" to 10" above the ground. The substance is grand, 

$3,50 net 



S{teeia1 ~t4,t (of Older Favorites) "'!)~ 
Many of these varieties have won the highest awards but they have been in.commerce a little longer and the size of 
our catalog does not enable us to make a long description of all the varieties we grow, These are worth while 
plants and would be a credit to any garden. We also use this method in order that you may -

MAKE YOUR OWN COLLECTIONS 

DAYLILIES LISTED BELOW ARE $1.00 EACH- - - -3 of one voriety $2.25- - - -10 vorieties for $6,50 

AUGUST CHARM --Shades of pale peach and pink, 36" D. 
BLACK HILLS -- Black purple self, Does not fade, 36" D. 
BLACK PRINCE -- Dark red with yellow throat. 36" D. 
EASTER MORN --Buff yellow with mauve dusting, 38" Ev. 
GAY TROUBADOR --Indian red and light yellow bi-color, 

36" D. 
HAILE SELASSIE--Maroon purple,orange midribs and throat, 

36" Ev. 
HESPERUS --Huge lemon chrome, 48" D, Stout Medal '50, 
JEAN--Bi-color in brick red an<!__yellow, 36", 
LURIDIUM--A lurid red scarlet, Ev. 
MARTHA WASHINGTON --Silvery old rose multiflora. 36" Ev, 
MIRAGE -- Ochre yellow heavily veined scarlet, 36" Ev. 

PIMENTO -- Star shaped, intense red, 38" D. 
PINK ANGEL--Baby ribbon pink, 30" D, 
PINK CHARM -- Coppery rose pink, star like form, 48' 

Semi-D, 
RED FLAMINGO--Bright red. 38" Ev. 
ROSALIND -- Clear, rosy pink, 36" D, 
ROYAL RUBY --Striking, crimson red, 36" D. 
SONNY --Small, lemon with green throat, Ev, 
SU-LIN--Orchid pink and cream bi-color, 36" D, 
TYROL --Mandarin red and scarlet bi- tone, 36" Ev, 
VIK ING -- Rich orange red, yellow throat, 36" Ev. 
WINDSOR TAN --Large tan and huffy yellow. 36" D. 
YELLOWSTONE --Wide, ruffled, pale yellow. 36" Semi-Ev, 

DAYLILIES LISTED BELOW ARE 75¢ each- - - -3 of one voriety $1.65- - -10 varieties for $5,00 

AFTERGLOW -- Pale buff tinted with sunset hues, 36" D, 
AMULET -- Coral flushed pink, 36" D. 
BRIGHT STAR--Flame salmon orange bi-color multiflora, 

34" D, 
CANTABILE --Bright yellow, evening bloomer, 40" Ev, 
CAPTAIN BLOOD -- Velvety red with chrome throat, 30" D, 
CHANTICLEER -- Bright crimson, yellow midribs and throat, 

36" Ev. 
DEBUTANTE--Cream and salmon buff, 36" D, 
DESERT SUNRISE -- Warm apricot orange sprinkled gold, 

46" D. 
EMPEROR JONES --Dark maroon brown, ivory midrib, 38" Ev. 
E.W. YANDRE--Reddish brown and gold, 30"-36" Ev, 
GEORGE KELSO --Soft light orange suffused bronze, 36" Ev, 
GOLD DUST --Small, low growing deep yellow, 24" D, 
GOLIATH --Large deep yellow. 26" D, 
HAZEL SAWYER --Medium size lavender pink, 36" Ev. 
HE LEN FISCHER -- Apricot, golden throat banded Egyptian 

red, 30" Ev. 
KENTUCKY CARDINAL -- Rich cardinal red. 40" D. 
LEST YOU FORGET -- Rich chinese red, greenish yellow 

throat, 36" D. 

MADCAP --Small red orange flower, Ev, 
MOROCCO RED --Rich Moroccan red, orange cup, 36" D, 
OLIVE BALDWIN -- Deep venetian red veined darker red, 

36" Ev. 
ONE IT A --Rosy red with paler sepals. 32" Ev. 
ON TOUR -- Fine, full petaled yellow. Ev. 
PERSIAN PRINCESS -- Blackish red with purple overlay, 

36" D, 
POMPEIAN RED -- Deep burnt orange overlaid red, 36" Ev. 
PRINCESS--A very light lemon yellow, 30" Ev, 
RED BIRD -- Vermillion red; throat, greenish/ellow. 36" Ev. 
RE DROCK CANYON --Orange red overlai garnet brown. 

48" Semi - Ev. 
RUBY SUPREME--Ruby red withgreen gold throat, 40", 
SALMON ROSE --Lovely salmon rose color, 
SWEET ALICE --Lavender rose, cup shaped flowers, 36" Ev, 
SWEETBRIAR--Rosy Link with soft yellow throat, 36" D. 
TALISMAN --Large sa mon _pink, chartreuse throat 36" D, 
TARA --Wide rose red, 36" D. 
TYLER RED -- Open, deep mahogany red. 30" -36" Ev. 
WEKIWA -- Bright Brazil red. 44" D. 
WILL SCARLETT --Large bright scarlet. 36" Ev. 

DAYLILIES LISTED BELOW ARE 60¢ each- - - -3 of one variety $1.25- - -10 varieties for $3,95 

ALADDIN --Deep yellow, garnet red eye, 40" Ev, 
AMUR VALLEY -- Deep yellow self. 36" Ev. 
AUGUST ORANGE -- Small chrome orange flowers. 36" D. 
AUGUST PIONEER -- Yellow with a reddish yellow flush. 

36" D, 
AUTUMN RED -- Velvety red, star of yellow in center, 32" D, 
BABETTE --A multiflora of brilliant orange. 24" Ev. 
BAGDAD -- Rich coppery red and brown tones, 36" D. 
BARONET -- Bright orange red flowers, 36" Ev. 
BERTRAND FARR -- Grenadine pink veined rose, 34" Ev, 
BIJOU --Orange overlaid with bright red. Ev. 
BOUTONNIERE--Apricot and light yellow bi-color. 36" D. 
BROWNEYED SUSAN --Light golden yellow with a red brown 

halo, 36" Ev, 
CALYPSO --Large pale yellow; night blooming, D, 
CHENGTU--Bright orange deepening in throat, 40" Ev. 
CH ISCA -- Rosy red and yellow bi- color, 36'' Ev, 
CINNABAR -- Brownish red with a yellow throat. 30" Ev. 
CORNELL --Crimson red and yellow bi- color. 36" Ev. 
CORALLINE --Pale yellow heavily flushed shrimp pink. 

36" D. 
CRESSIDA--Bright orange flushed fulvous. 30" Ev. 
DR. STOUT -- Deep orange with lively red overlay. 36" Ev. 
DOLLY VARDEN --Fine coral pink with touch of rose. 36" D. 
DOMIN ION -- Dark reddish brown, yellow throat. 38" Semi- Ev. 
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ERIC, JR. -- Ruby red flowers. 22" Ev. 
FIRE BRAND -- Crimson red with golden throat, Ev, 
FIRERED--Bright red with orange throat, 36" Ev. 
HAVANA BROWN --Mahogany red brown deep orange throat, 

24" - 26" Ev, 
HONEY REDHEAD - Flaring brownish red bordered light 

yellow, 36" D, 
HYPERION--Large soft canary yellow, 40"-44" D, 
JUAREZ--Fiery red and chrome yellow bi-color. 26" Ev, 
JUBILEE --Large buff yellow with red eye zone, Ev. 
LUSTROUS --Large and rosy with a soft sheen, 40" D, 
MANCHU --Apricot orange, deep eye zone, 36", 
MARGARET --Smooth buff yellow, 36" D, 
MARY GUENTHER -- Carmen red and clear yellow bi-color, 

36" Ev. 
MA TAD OR -- Brownish red. 36" D. 
MIDWEST CAVALIER--Pale yellow with soft brown eye 

zone, D. 
MOONBEAM --Pale yellow evening bloomer, 54" D. 
MOON RAY --Dainty pale yellow, 30" D. 
MRS. HUGH JOHNSON --Fiery red with small yellow throat, 

Ev. 
MRS. JOHN J. TIGERT -- Brilliant red. Large and flaring. 

36" D. 
MRS. J, R. MANN --Fluted and flaring deep yellow, 36" Ev. 

(List continued next page} 



PATRICIA--Pale yellow with greenish throat, 36" Ev. 
PEONY RED --A vivacious, wine red, 48" Ev, 
PINK LASS --Medium sized pink, 36" D. 
PORT --Bright red flowers of medium size, 30" Semi- D, 
PURPLE ELF -- Dainty dark red purple, 36" D. 
PURPLE EMPEROR --Wine purple, 36" D, 
PURPLE FINCH --Velvety red, slight purple undertone, 

36" D. 
PURPLE SAGE --Ruffled deep wine, yellow midrib. 34" D. 
PURPLE WATERS --Most attractive ·deep wine purple, 36" D, 
RAJAH --Scarlet orange with mahogany halo, 40" D, 
REDWOOD --Deep red, yellow sunburst in throat, 48" D, 
ROY AL TY -- Rich maroon with yellow cup, 36" D. 
SACHEM --Medium sized dark red 40" Ev, 
SOUDAN --Large, self of soft lemon, 36" Ev, 

STALWART--Gold overlay on tawny red, 40" D, 
STAR OF GOLD --Very large light yellow, 52" Ev, 
SUNNY WEST -- Larg_e pale canary yellow, 48" D, 
THE DIRECTOR -- Wine red, chrome yellow throat, 30" D. 
THERON --Dark red; Throat pale orange. 30" D. 
TRIUMPH -- Large rich orange, 40" D, 
VICTORY TAIERHCHWANG--Medium sized, wine colored, 

24" Ev, 
VULCAN --Deep maroon, golden throat. 30" Ev, 
WAR PATH--Dark mahogany red. 36" D, 
WAU BUN --Cadmium yellow, flushed red. 30" Ev, 
WELAKA --Mandarin orange suffused rose, Ev, 
WHEELER HALO--Rich yellow with cinnamon halo, 36" Ev, 
YELDRIN --Very small hright gold multiflora, 

?lte•o.: (WE HAVE LEFT THIS SPACE FOR YOU TO KEEP A COPY OF YOUR ORDERS) 

PLEASE CAREFULLY READ ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS - PAGE 1 
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SPURIA IRIS GROUP The above il
lustration does not begin to do justice to the beau
tiful butterfly iris. The thick, velvety petals have 
a long lasting quality which make these Iris the 
ideal cut flower. Blooms in early Spring around 
Mother's Day and Easter, Has three to four big buds 
on each stem, (See Spuria section in catalogue) 

SAVAGE 
The lovely, flaring flower of burnished red, with a 
blue blaze shooting out from the beard, gives a 
brilliant display of fireworks. This amazing color 
gives a flame effect against the light and when 
used as an accent to other colors is a very pleasing 
effect, One of the most popular of Irises. A must 
for your garden. H.M. ,A.LS. '51. 

Enjoy your flowers and make money too! Our new DEALER program gives you an opportunity to realize 

up to several thousand dollars a year from a display garden of better Iris and Daylilies. Dealer open

ings are available in several states. If you are interested in an excellent opportunity to have extra 

income, write at once for our information folder. 

M. OLIVER FLOWER FARMS 
Post Office Box 1131 

POMONA, CALIFORNIA 

MRS. W. C. GIBBS 
BOX 704, RT. 21 
BIRMINGHAM 9, ALA. 
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